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EREFACE

%he Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) is a three unit nuclear
power station located approximately 50 miles west of downtown Phoenix, Arizona.
PVNGS is owned by the Arizona Nuclear Poorer Project (ANPP), a consortium of
southwestern United States utilities. Arizona Public Service Company is the
project manager of PVNGS for ANPP.

PVNGS Unit 3 (PVNC'8 3) utilizes a System 80 pressurized water reactor
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) manufactxuxd by Cceibustion Engineering, Inc.
(C-E) . System 80 is C-E's stmxhrdized NSSS design and is described in the
Gzribustion Engineering Standard Safety Analysis Report—Final Safety Analysis
Report (CESSAR) . PVNGS 3, the third System 80 NSSS to start operation, has a
rated core thermal output of 3800 MNt, and a nceunal net electric output of
1270 MNe. PVNGS 3 is a folly-on unit to PVNCB 1 and 2.

The objective of this report is to pmvide a summary description of theinitial startup test progr;m for PVNGS 3. %his program consists of a series of
tests which satisfy ~renmts of the Nuclear ~atory Camnussion as detailed
in the PVNGS Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). 'Xhe FSAR references Chapter 14
of CESSAR, which incorporates the testing requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.68,
Revision 0. %he test program summarized by this report consists of five phases:

1. Fuel Loading
2. Postcore Hot Functional 'lbsts
3. Initial Criticality
4. ?mr Poorer Physics Testing
5. Poorer Ascension Testing

a)

b)

c)

Demonstrate that components and systems of the NSSS operate in
Demonstrate that the NSSS can be safely operated and that performance
levels can be maintained in accordance with established safety
retirements.
Confirm proper transient system operation and thereby verify that the
NSSS can be brought to power as well as to shutdcmn condition in a
controlled and safe brenner.
Provide verification of core physics parameters and baseline
performance data for use during normal plant operation.

This report describes the FSAR required testing fmm Fuel Loading through
the Poorer Ascension Testing phase. Testing 'is listed and mmunarized by the
applicable section of GKSAR. Note that the scope of testing for PVNC'8 3 is
reduced from that of PVNGS 1 and 2. %his scope reduction results from both the
elimination of those tests required only for the firsts-a-kirxl plant (describedin CESSAR) and,fram exceptions ta3cen to the CESSAR tests described in the PVNGS
FSAR. Two open items remain. 'Ihe feedwater piping visual inspection (~on
6.10) and the FM taping portion of the CPC verification (Section 6.11) have not
yet been performed. 'Ihese items willbe addressed in a future supplement to this
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'Ihe initial startup test program described herein begins with Initial Fuel
Ioadhxy. This phase of the test program pravides,a systematic process for
safely acccxtplishing fuel load. It also verifies that all fuel assemblies and
installed sources are correctly located and oriented. Initial Fuel, Loading is
described in section 2.

Postcore Hot Hamtional Tests (HFT) follow Fuel Loading. 'Ihe objectives
of these tea~ are to provide additional assurance that plant systeae necessary
for normal plant operation function as ~~ed, and to obtain performance data
on core related systems and canponents. Normal plant operating procedures, in so
far as practical, are used to bring -the plant fram cold shutdawn conditions
(Qxeational Node 5) to hat, zero power conditions (Operational Mode 3) . 'Ihe.
Postcore Hot Functional Tests provide the first moments of NSSS and
secondaxy system performance with the core in place. Rcaraples of systems tested
under this phase are the control rod drive sy.~n, the reactor coolant system
(RCS), and the incore neutron monitoring system. Dimples of measurements
include control rod drop times, reactor coolant system flaw rate, flaw coastdawn
following reactor coolant pump trips, and mavable incore detector path lengths.
Ihe Postcore Hot Functional Test phase is described in section 3.Initial Criticali follaws the Postcore Hat Hnctional Tests. Initialcriticality is performed at the normal hat zero power RCS conditions of 565 F,
2250 psia. 'Ihis phase of the test program assures a safe and controlled approachto criticality. ~on 4 describes Initial Criticality.

Zaw Pawer Ph ics Test 'LpFT) immeciiately follaws Initial Criticality,
and is conducted with the reactor. critical but producing no measurable heat.
Testing is performed at normal hat zero power conditions. 'Ihis phase of testing
consists of a series of measurements of selected. core parameters, such as control
rod worth, tertperature coefficient of reactivity and soluble boron reactivity
and the bases of the Technical Specifications relative to core behavior., Ihe

limits and provide data for benchmarking the computer algorithms used for
predicting core characteristics later in core life. Additionally, the LPPT phase
includes the first measurenents of radiation shielding by the biological shield.
Section 5 describes these tests.

Pawer Ascension Test'PAT), the longest phase of testing, follows
LPPI'. 'Ihis phase is structural to bring the reactor to full pawer in stages,
with testing performed at intermediate "test plateaus" of approximately 20%, 50%,
and 80% of full pawer, before final testing at full pawer. PAT demonstrates that
the facility operates in accordance with its design during steady pawer operation
and to the extent that testing is practical, during anticipated transients.
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Typically, a PAT test plateau begins with confirmation of- the reactor power level
by secondary heat balance, and calibration of the power instruments as needed.,
Next, initial plateau testing is performed while equilibrium xenon conditions are
allowed to develop, after which time detailed physics testing is performed.
Testing of the control systems are performed next. If any transient testing is
to be performed at the plateau, it is performed at the end of the plateau. 'Ihe
follcaring transient tests were performed for PVNGS 3:

* Shutdown Outside of Contxol Room Test
* Unit Zaad Rejection Test

Testing of the PAT phase is described in Section 6.
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1.2 Chronol of
Test'uel

Toad Iav Amer Ph ics

Test'VNGS
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'The approximate durations of the activities that took,place fmm the start of
fuel load to the completion of LPPP are shawn'below:

ACT'IVITY

Fuel Toad

Post Fuel Toad
Checks, NSSS
Assembly and:
Preparation for
Mode 4 Entry *

~ore HPT

.Mode 4 Entry

Preparation for
Initial Crit':cality

Initial Criticality
Imr Bmer Physics
Testixlg

179 days

26 days

2 daps

1 day

3 days

215 days

Mar; 28—Apr. 2, 1987

Apr.. 2—Sep. 28, 1987

Sep. 28Oct. 23, 1987.

Oct. 1, 1987

Oct. 23~. 25, 1987

Oct. 25, 1987

Oct'. 25~. 28, 1987

Mar~ 28 g 1987~ 28'/ 1987

* Installation of reactor vessel head, contxol rod drive poorer cables,, incore
detectors, etc.
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Fuel Ioad was completed in 5 days. %here were no significant problems
with the fuel loading.

Postcore HFT was completed in 26 days with no significant prcblems. 'Ihe
results of this'test phase that are the most significant to power operations are:* Ihe performance of the control rod drive system was excellent, and

remains excellent tluxughout the early stages of the fuel cycle.* 'Xhe Reactor Coolant System (RCS) steady state flow rate was 105.774 of
the design volumetric flmr.

* 'Ihe Reactor Coolant Pump coastdown flow was measured to be slightly
faster than that assumed in the safety analysis. ~ty factors were
applied to the COISS and CPC software.Initial Criticali was completed with no significant problems. 'Ihe

measured critical soluble boron concentration was 1014.1 ppm versm a predicted
value of 1015 ppm and was within the acceptance criteria.

Imr Power Ph sics Test'as completed in 3 days with no significant
problems, but one minor pmblem with the testing equipment was encounters (see
Section 5.0) . All test results fe11 within their acceptance criteria, and all
test results com~M we11 with Unit 1 results. Lhe Unit 2 +meats are not
directly conquerable because a different testing methodology was employed on that
unit.
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1.4 Chmnol of
Test'ower

Ascension Test Phase

She approximate durations of the various phases of Pearer Ascension Testing are
tabulated below,. and the pcarer level history during this time period is shown on
Figure, 1-1.

Initial incxease fram
zero to 20% power

Full power operating
license issued

First generation of
electrical poorer

20% Power Test Plateau

Initial increase from
20% to 50% power

50% Poorer Test Plateau

Initial increase from
50% to 80% power

80% Pcarer 'est Plateau.

34 days

7 days

1 day

15 days

2 days

2

days'ct.

28—Dec. 1, 1987

Nav..25,
1987'ov.

28, 1987

Dec. 1—Dec. 8, 1987

Dec. 8—Dec., 9, 1987

Dec. 9—Dec. 24, 1987

Dec. 24—Dec. 26, 1987

Dec. 26—Dec. 28, 1987

Initial increase from
80~ to 100% power

100% Power" Test Plateau

3 days Dec. 28—Dec. 31, 1987

7 days Dec 3 1 g 1987~an 7 g 1988

71 days Oct. 28, 1987~an. 7,
1988'n

January 7, 1988, based upon the successful completion of the Pmrer
Ascension Test progrmn, Arizona Public Sexvice Cczapany declared the
of firm power operation of PVNGS 3.
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FIGURE l-l
PVNGS UNIT 3 HMK HISIORY:
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0 'fPoorer Ascension Test

'Ihe Power Ascension Test phase was campleted over a period of approximately
6 weeks. 'Ihis test phase demonstrated that PVNGS 3 apexes in accordance withits design during steady state pcarer operation and during the transient tests
performed. 'Ihe. core performance test results ccanpared satisfactorily, with the
predicted values. Ihe transient te.~ were satisfactorily completed, although
the Unit load Rejection Test was completed by taking credit for an inadvertant
turbine trip during paver ascension (see Section 6.5). The Pcarer Ascension Test
results have verified the design models, used for PVNGS and have confirmed that
PVNGS 3 is constructed as designed and is similar to PVNCB 1 and 2.

Section 6.0 of this report describes the individual Pcarer Ascension Tests
that satisfy requirements described in the PVNGS FSAR.

'Inhere were a total of two reactor trips during Amer Ascension Testing. One
of these trips was a planned trip as part of Power Ascension Testing (Shutdmm
Outside of Control Room Test, Section 6.14). One additional trip occurred
inadvertently, as a result of scheduled testing (Verification of CE'A Shadmring
Factors and Radial Peaking Factors Test, Section 6.9.1) .

%here was one outage of approximately one day during Poorer Ascension Testing.
'Ihe major activity accomplished during this outage was balancing of the main
turbine.
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2. 0 INITIALFUEL IOADING
(CAESAR Section 14'.2. 10. 1)

TEST OEH9CI'lVES AND SUMMARY

'The governing procedure for the loading of the initial core into PVNGS 3 was
72IC-3RXOl, "Initial Fuel Zaading". %he objective of this procedure was to
provide a safe, organized plan for abolishing the fuel loading. Fuel loading
was conducted aver the period of March 28 through April 2, 1987. During and
after fuel load, several checks were performed to assure that the core loading
was acceptable. these checks included verification of pro)per loading pat~,
p>xper fuel assenibly seating, and proper fuel assembly aligranent. Lhese checks
were performed successfully and no problems were identified.

TEST DESCRIFTION

'lhe initial core loading of PVNGS 3 was performed "dry",; that is, the
refueling pool was dry except for the fuel transfer canal area, whi'ch was filled
with borated water to just above the top of the fuel transfer tube. Before the
start of fuel loading, this water was measured,to have a boron concentration of
4121 ppm. The water level in the reactor v~ was maintained below the vessel
flange, but above the. top of the hot legs. Lhis water was m~ued to have a
boron concentration of approximately 4120 ppm at the beginning of fuel load. One
shutdown cool.ing loop was operated continuously during the fuel load evolution to
ensure a uniform boron concentration throughout the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) . Samples of the water were drawn fram the reactor vessel and fram the fuel
transfer canal at least, once each day to ensure that. the boron concentration
remained above the Technical Specification limit of 2150 pgm.

the core loading was initiated by the placement of the first of 241 fuel
assemblies on the east side of the core area. this assembly contained a startup
neutron source to provide a sufficient population of neutrons for subcritical
multiplication monitoring. Succeeding assemblies were loaded in a sec@ence which
assured coupling of the assemblies with the source. In general, the fuel
assenhlies were loaded in north-south rows proceeding fram the east to the west
side of the core, as illustrated by Figure 2-1.

Monitoring of the subcritical status of the core was performed using four
source range detectors: two tennpoxaxy, detectors, located in the reactor vessel;
and the two permanently installed startup channel detectors, located outside the
reactor vessel. Figure 2-2 shows the relative locations of the four detectors.
Each of the temporary detectors was moved once during fuel loading to maintain
proper monitoring of the core, and both were remcved frcan the v~ prior to the
loading of the final two fuel assemblies. After each fuel assembly was loaded, a
series of neutron count rates were recorded fram each of these detectors. Ihis
data was used to canyute the inverse multiplication (1/M) for the fuel assembly
for each detector. Engineering personnel reviewed this informat'ion to enmue
that the next fuel assembly could be loaded safely.
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Figure 2-3 shows the inverse multiplication response of the temporary detectors,
in their initial locations, for the first 25 assemblies loaded. After the first
7 assemblies, the core subcritical multiplication, as indicated by the 1/M~nse of the temporary detectors, stabilized and remained essentially the same
for the remainder of the fuel loading.,

During fuel movement, personnel in the fuel building and in containment
independently verified that each fuel assaobly was transfer fmm its storage
location to its core location in the prescribed sec@ence. After each assembly
was lowered into the reactor vessel, the elevation of the fuel grapple wasch~ to ensure that the assembly was seated properly on the core support
structure before the assembly was ungrappled.

Following the campleti'on of fuel loading, the underwater television aunera
on the refueling machine was used to scan the serial numbers of the fuel
assemblies to verify that each assembly was in its prescribed Cycle 1 location.
Furthermore, this scan verified that each assembly serial number was oriented to
the plant north and ensured that both startup neutron sources were properly
installed in the core. %he perforaance of this scan was recorded on videotape.
A second scan was performed on all of the fuel asseahlies using the underwater
camera to ensure .that the center of each assembly was aligned'ithin an
acceptable-,tolerance of the nominal centerline for that core location.

Fuel loading was completed on April 2, 1987. %he fuel assembl'ies were verified
to be properly loaded, seated, and oriented. Both startup neutron sources were
verified to be properly loaded. Finally, scans of all of the assanblies verified
that all of the assemblies were aligned within an a~Rable tolerance of the
naminal fuel centerlines. 72IC-3RX01 was officiallycompleted with the results
satisfactory on April 7, 1987.

CONCUJSIONS

lhe initial fuel loading of PVNGS Unit 3 was sucxxmfully accxzplished in. a safe
and controlled manner, in accordance with the objectives and acceptance criteria
of 72IC-3RX01.
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FIGURE 2-1

CORE ZDADING SEQUENCE
PVNGS UNIT 3 INITZALHJEL ZOAD
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The numt3ers shown above in some core locations correspond to the total nu}nber offuel asseinblies in the reactor vessel after that location has been loaded. 'Ihefirst assembly loaded contained a neutron source and was located in positionA-9. It was later relocated to position P-3, following the loading of Assembly
193. Assembly 194 was then loaded into the "hole" left in position A-9.
Assemblies 44, 195, 240, and 241 were used to fillthe "holes" left after the
movement or mnoval of the te}nporary detectors.
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FIGURE 2-2

FUEL IDADING DETZCIOR IQCATIONS
PUBS UNIT 3 INITIALFUEL IDAD
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51---Initial locati:on of neutron source 1 (A-9)

Sl"---Final location of neiitron source 1 (P-3)
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DA,DB---Initial locations of tersporary fuel load
detectors A (B-7) and B (B-11)
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FIGURE 2-3

INVERSE KJLTIPIZCATION
RESPONSE OF TIMORARY DEIKCIORS
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3. 0 RKTCORE HOT'UNCZIONALTEFK
(CESSAR Section 14.2. 12. 3)

3.1 Postcore Hot Functional Test Controlling Donznent
(Section 14.2.12.3.1)

TEST OB3ECFIVlX AND'UMMARY

0

'Ihe objectives of the Postcore Hot Functional Controlling Document, PVNGS
procedure 72HF-3ZZ03, were:

(1) To demonstrate the proper integrated operation of the plant primary,
secondary, and auxiliary systems with fuel in the reactor v~.
(2) To act as a sequencing/contxolling document for the CESSAR required hot
functional tests.
(3) To demonstrate that the plant can be brought fram cold shutdown
conditions (mode 5) to hot standby conditions (mode 3) using station
operating procedures.
(4) To sequence/direct the initial performance of certain mode entxy
technical specification suxveillance prooedures.
(5) To sequence/contxol the performance of precore hot functional (Phase 1)
carxyaver tests.

%his procechua was performed over the period of September 28 through October 23,
1987. During this time, the plant was brought from operational mode 5 to
operational mode 3. Perfonnance of this test successfully demonstrated the
integrated operation of the plant primary, secondary, and auxiliary systems
during these mode changes, th~ satisfying the test acceptance criterion.
Additionally, the individual tests controlled by .72HF-3ZZ03 were su~fully
performed.

Testing commenced with reactor .coolant system (RCS), at a tmgmwture.of
approximately 200 F and a pressure of 380 psia. Fram this condition, the RCS
was heated up and pressurized .to 565 ', 2250 psia using station operating
procedures.,During the heatup/pressurization, conditions .were stabilized. at the
direction of 72HF-3ZZ03 at six intermediate tetttjperatuxe/pressure plateaus to
allow required testing to be performed. Table 3-1 lists the various
tmg~ture/pressure plateaus at which testi'ng was performed. %he surveillance
requirements were verified.as being satisfied prior to any changes in operational
mode. 'Ihe plant was then maintained at 565 F, 2250 psia in accordance with
the prerequisites of procedure 72IC-3RX02, "Initial Criticality.»
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'Ihe plant was successfully heated and pressurized fram cold shutdcarn to hot
standby using normal plant operating procedures. Ghe integrated operation of the

= primary, secondary and related auxiliary systems in accordance with CESSAR
descriptions was verified by the heatup and pressurization. %he implementing
test procedures secpenced by this procedure were properly performed arB
completed. One of the secpenced procedures had acceptance criteria that were not
met. In procedure 73HF-3RC09, "RCS Flow Measurements", the- 4 pump co-istdawn did
not meet the acceptance criteria. %he resolution to this failure is detailed in
section 3.3. 'lhe remaining individual test procedures acceptance criteria were
properly met and documented in each procedure. Additionally, the carryover
testing fram the Preoperational Test Phd was satisfactorily campleted.

CONCUJSIONS

Proper integrated operation of the PVNGS 3 primary, secondary, and related
auxiliary systems was successfully demonstrated during the Postcore Hot
Functional Test. 'Iherefore, these systems will functionally support power
operation of the plant. P

TABLE 3-1

POSKORE HVZ H3NCZIONAL TEST PIAH."MJS
Nominal Conditions

Date Time
RCS'emp RCS Prem

(psia)

10/1/87 0623
10/1/87 1004
10/1/87

2050'0/2/870209
10/4/87 1500,
10/4/87 2147
10/5/87 0508
10/5/87 1816

200
250
300
345
450
450
500
565

380
380
380
380

1100
1650
2250
2250
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3.2 Postcore Instrument Correlation
(Section 14.2.12.3.2)

TEST OB3ZCHVE AND SUMMARY

PVNGS procedure 73HF-3ZZ02, "Postcoze Instruroent Correlation," was performed
aver the period of Octcitmr 1, 1987 to October 12, 1987 in operational modes 3 and
4. 'Ihe objective of this test was to verify that the Main Control Roam
indications of sel~d plant parameters monitored by the Plant Monitoring System
(PMS), Qualified Safety parameter Display System (QSpDS), plant protection System
(PPS), Core Protection Calculators (CPC) and Process Instruments were correct and
consistent within aca~nce criteria that were based on vendor and design
accuracies. 'Ibis objective has been satisfactorily met.

Data for this test was gathered at the following ncaninal test plateaus:

300 F/380 psia
345 F/380 psia
450 F/1100 psia

450 F/1650 psia
500 F/2250 psia
,565 F/2250 psia

Specified plant paranetezs that were displayed by more than one device were
obsezved and the values recorded as simultaneously as possible. Khese pazmneters
included reactor coolant system (RCS) hot leg tenperaturm, RCS cold leg~~tuzes, core exit temperatures, pressurizer pressure, pressurizer level,
steam generator pressures, ~am generator levels, reactor coolant pump (RCP)
differential pressures, c~ generator differential pressures, RCP speeds, and
auxiliazy feechrater flaws. 'Ihe values recorded for each parameter were then
cross~ared to verify that the various indications of that particular
parameter weze consistent and accurate within the specified acceptable agreement
bands.

'Ihe data recozded in this test was sufficient and within established
criteria. 'Ihe Test Exception Reports (TERs) generated were successfully
retested. The TERs were generated primarily due to failed equipment rather than
outmf-tolerance data. One TER, TER 05 (zeactor coolant pump speed instnments
RCÃ-ST"184, RCN-ST-185), was generated due to the fact that reactor coolant pump
2B was not running during the early plateaus. Proper opezation of these speed
instnments was verified during the last plateau.

At the conclusion of the test, the selected,paraneters met the respective

was ~lished to ensure that the indications observed were correct and
consistent within the prescribed criteria..
CXNCIIJSION

'Ihe accuracy and consistency of Control Roam irdications of sel~ plant
parameters monitored by the EBS, QSPDS, PPS, CPCs, and process instnnmnts were
adequate to support plant power operation.
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3.3 Post Core Reactor Coolant System Flaw Measurement~
~

~ ~ ~ ~.(Section 14.2.12.3.3)

TEST OB31KTlVE AND SUMMARY

PVNGS procedure 73HF 3RC09g Post-Core Reactor Coolant Sy ~ Flaw

October 18, 1987 with the reactor at hat standby conditions (565 F,2250
psia) . Additional testing (adjustnent of CPC arxl COLSS flaw algorithm constants)
was conducted on October 28 ard 29, 1987. '%he principle objectives of the test
were as follaws:

(1) To detexnune the postcore reactor coolant system (RCS) steady state flmr
rate arxi flaw coastdawn characteristics.
(2) To adjust Core Protection Calculator (CPC) and Gore Orating Limits
Supexvisory System (COLSS) flaw algorithm constants based on the measured
steady state fleer rate.
(3) To compare the measured loss of flow coastdawn curve (4-pump trip) to
that used in the C3KSAR Final Safety Analysis.
(4) To update, as needed, the reactor coolant pump performance curves based
on the ultrasonic flear measurement results.

%he measured RCS flaw rate (4-pump steady state operation) was 471,302 gpn and
was within the acceptance criteria.
TEST DESCRIPTION

For ten various steady state reactor coolant pump (RCP) configurations and
one RCP flear coastdawn, measurements were made of the RCP differential pressures
(DPs),, -RCP speeds, RCS temperature, and RCS pressure. %he measured RCP DP values
were converted to values of head, and the corresponding pump fleer rates were
deterrtuned fram the RCP perforaance curves relating pump head to flaw rate. 'Ihe
total RCS flaw rate for each pump configuration and coastdawn was determined by
summing the four irdividual RCP flaw rates.

In addition, the total 4-pump steady state RCS fleer rate was detexnuned
using the more accurate ultrasonic flaw,measurement (UFN) technique. Lithium
niobate crystals were mounted on each RCS hat leg to serve as ultrasonic signal
transmitters and receivers. Ihe received signals were.electronically processed
and used to analyze the fluid turbulence. pattern as they passed su~ive
crystal pairs. %he mean transit time of the fluid between crystal pairs was
deteanined using cross-correlation techniques, and the fluid flow rate was
calculated as a function of the mean transit time, cxystal spacings, and flaw
area. %he RCS flow rate measured by UFM techniques was then used as the
reference, or standard, flaw rate for adjusting the CPC and COISS flaw algorithm
constants.

%he faur pump volumetric RCS fleer rate detexmined by UFM techniques was
47 1 g 3 02 gpm, or 105 . 774 of the design fleer rate of 445, 600 gpm. %his measured
flow rate was within the acceptance criteria of greater than or equal to 465,850
gpm and less than or equal to 501,800 gpm. Because the faur pump volumetric RCS
flmr rate calculated fram RCp differential pressure data did nat acceptably agree
with the ultrasonic flow measurement reaQt, revised RCP performance curves were
provided by the NSSS vendor.
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'Ihe .four pump coastdown flow fractions were not conservative with respect to
the safety analysis assumptions. 'Ihe faster coastdown has been postulated to
have been attributable to reduced, pump efficiencies.. Resolution to this problem
reacted in the NSSS verdor 'imposing a penalty factor of approximately 2 ~xent
on the 'CPC and COLSS to assure that the txansients initiated (from: 55 ~~nt) 'up
to 100 percent of rated thermal paver remain within the safety analysis limits
under the condition of faster than anticipated Reactor Coolant Pump coastdown.
Specifically, the penalty was imposed to assure that the Loss of Flow (IDF)
transient would be bounded by the existing safety analysis.

CDNCDJSIONS

'Ihe 4-pump steady state RCS flow rate is sufficient to pmvide proper
cooling of the reactor core under paver operation conditions. Additionally,. the
measured 4-pump trip flmr coastdown curve was not conservative with respect to
the safety analysis. Penalties were installed in, the CPCs and. COISS to assure
that the limiting event, the loss of Flow transient, would"be bounded, by the
safety analysis.

,- ~ y- r v ~ .
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0 3.4 EM~re Control Element Drive Mechanism Performance
(Section 14.2. 12.3. 4)

TEST 'OB31KTIVtX AND SOMMARY

0

(1) To demonstrate the p~mr operation of the control rod drive system (Control

A~mblies, or CEAs) under Hot Zero Power conditions. ~ objective was met by
73HF 3SF1 1 g CEXM Coil'esting 565 W g conducted from OctQber 7 g 1987 through
Octciber 10, 1987 with the plant in Hode 3. The a~ance criteria were met by
the successful movement of the CEAs and their respective CEZN coil current traces
being normal.
(2) To verify the p~ operation of the CE'A position indicating system and
alarms. %his objective was met in Test 73HF-3SF02, "Post-Core CEXM Performance",
which was conducted fram July 14, 1987 th~ Septanber 22, 1987. The plant was
in Hode 5 during the performance of this test. She acceptance criteria were met
by verifying that the indicating systems provided the co~ CE'A position and
that the alarms functioned per design.
(3) To measure CE'A drcp times. 'Ibis objective was met in Test 73HF-3SF08,
"Post~re CEA Drop Time Test". The test was. conducted from October 6, 1987
thvxgh October 8, 1987 with the RCS at 565 F and all four RCPs running (Node
3) . The acceptance criteria. for CE'A drop time (Technical Specification 3.1.3.4)
was met by verifying that the CEAs dry~ to 90> insertion in less than 4.0
seconds

TEST DESCRIPTION

73HF-3SF11: Each CEA was witMrawn individually to 120 inches (80% witMrawn)
and then inserted to 7 inches. The CE'A was then dropped by opening the
individual CEA breaker. Current traces were talon while the CE'A was being
withdrawn and inserted. 'Ihe CE'A was verified to drop when the pcarer was
rmmved. Two minor problems were noted during the perfoznance of the test: 'Ihe
rod bottom light associated with CEA N18 would not stay litwhen CE'A N18 was
dropped. CE'A N18 was subsequently rezeroed and retested su~fully. The
timing for CE'A 587 was inco~. A new timing board was installed, and CFA N87
was retested successfully.
73HF-3SF02: Each CEA was witMrawn individually to its upper limit, then
inserted to its lawer limit, then withdrawn six inches, and then dr>~ed by
opening the individual CFA breaker. During this evolution, the following were
verified:

1) The uppm and lower electrical limits were set correctly
2) The uppm, lower, and rod drop lamps were operational.
3) The Plant Coul~ minor and major deviation alarms were set correctly.
4) The CE'A Calculator (CE'AC) deviation alarm was set correctly.
5) The CE'A position indicated correctly on the CPC, CE'AC, PMS, and CE'A
position CRT.
6) The CE'A withdrawal and insertion drive speeds were correct (30 iq/min) .

73HF-3SF08: The CEAs were withdrawn by group to their upper limit and each CE'A
in that group was verified to be at its upper electrical limit. The CEAs were
then d~ml, one at a time, by opening the individual CE'A breakers.,'Ihe CE'A
position was recorded as it dropped, by monitoring the CEZN pcarer and the Reed
Switch Position Transmitter (RSPZ) output. The recorded data for each CE'A was
reviewed, and the dmp time for 904 insertion was calculated.
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exceptions. %he alarms, position lamps, and CEA position indicators were
verified to respond within their assigned limits. %he CEAs moved 'as recpired,
and their withdrawal and insertion CEIM current traces were satisfactory. 'Ihe
drop time of each CE'A to '904 insertion, was less than 3 seconds, well within the
allowed limit of 4.0 seconds.

CONCWSION

'Ihe testing of the CECHCS proved that the systen will operate as designed,
and will support plant, power operation.
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e 3.5 ~ore Reactor and Secondary Water Chertd.stxy Data
(Section 14.2.12.3.5)

TEST OB3ZXTZVE AND SUMMARY

PVNGS procedure 74HF-3SS01, "Postcoxe HPP Chemxatxy Test " was performed (1)to demonstrate that proper water chemistry for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
and Steam Generators can be maintained fram ambient corditions to spahi
operating conditions; and. (2) to verify the adequacy of the prescribed sampling
frequencies in establishing and maintaining p~mr chemistxy contxol as well as
detecting, and co~ing, aut-of-'specification conditions in a timely manner.
Acceptability of the test was based on three criteria:

(1) lhe prrx~rres for sample collection and analysis were adequate for RCS
and Steam Generator chemistry control.
(2) %he prescribed sampl-ing frequencies were adequate for RCS and Steam
Generator chemistxy control.
(3) The analyses of water samples fram. the RCS and Steam Generators were
capable of detecting deviations fram the prescribed chemistxy specifications
in a timely manner.

Honitoring of the chemistry conditions per this procedure was initiated on
Septerther 30, 1987 and campleted on October 6, 1987. %he acceptance criteria
were all satisfied.

0 Sampling and chemical analyses of the RCS and Steam Generators were
performed using the appropriate:plant operating procedures, as directed by
74HF-3SS01. Data was taken at the following test conditions:

Ambient conditions (<200 F) 450 F/1100 psia
250 F/380 psia 500 F/2250 psia
300 .F/380 psia 565 F/2250 psia
345 F/380 psia

At each of these plateaus, samples fram the Reactor Coolant System and Steam
Generators were t~, analyzed, and campared to the operating specifications
provided in the test procedure.

Ambient condition (<200 F) — Lhe steam generators were in "Wet Zay~" with
Wet Zay~ chemistry specifications being maintained. Lhe RCS was in Hade 5 .with
RCS chess@~ specifications being maintained.
250 F/380 psia plateau —Both the RCS and steam generators met the Hode 4
specifications at this test plateau.
300 F/380 psia plateau —The RCS and steam generators met the specifications
for Hode 4 throucgout this plateau.
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345 F/380.psia plateau —Both the RCS and the steam genexators were within
specification.~ ~

~450 F/1100 psia plateau —Both the RCS and the steam generators wexe within
specification for this plateau.
500 F/2250 psia. plateau —Both the RCS and the stean generators were within
specification for this plateau.
565 '/2250 psia plateau.— %he. RCS and steam generators remained in
specification .during this plateau.

CONCGJSIONS

%he, test objectives for 74HF-3SS01 were satisfied in that. overall proper
chemistry for the RCS and steaIn generators was maintained at system operating
conditions. 'Ihe p~ibed sampling frequency was adequate to ensure proper
chemistxy control and out-of-specification conditions wexe detected in a timely
mannex'
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Postcore Pressurizer Spray Valve and Control Adjustments
(Section 14.2.12.3.6)

TEST OB31KIIVES AND SUMMARY

Test 73HF-3RC10 "Pressurizer Spray Valve and Contxol Adjustment", was
performed to establish the proper settings for the continuous (bypass)
pressurizer spray valves, to measure the rate at which pressure is reduced by
maximum pressurizer spray, and to measure the mmcimum pressurization rate. Ihe
following a~Rance criteria applied to the test: (1) the continuous spray flmr
was to be adjusted such that spray line temperature at the pressurizer inlet
would be no more than 70 F lower than the cold leg tag~ture; and, (2)
operation of both pressurizer spray valves together would reduce the pressurizer
pressure at. a rate equal to or greater than 1.06 psia per second from a ncaninal
pressure of 2250 psia.

'Ihis test was performed over the period fram October 5 to October 8, 1987,
with the RCS at approximately 565 F, 2250 psia, and full flow conditions. Ihe
acceptance criteria were satisfied.

Permanent plant tenperature instxunentation on the cold legs was used to
determine the average cold leg. tenperature. Four strap-on thexm~les were
located at various locations on the spray line check valve near the pressurizer.
'%he spray line tenperatuxe differential was then calculated as the difference
between the average cold leg tanperature and the average of the four
thermo couples.

Initial data was gathered to detexmine the temperature diffuse between
the cold legs and the pressurizer spray line with both main spray valves closed
and both continuous spray valves in the as found thmttled position. 'Ihe~~ture difference was initiallydeteanined to be 107.75 F, outside the
acceptance criteria. Therefore the continuous spray valves were adjusted. With
the continuous spray valves opened to 9 1/4 turns, steady state conditions were
remstablished and data was retaken. A temperature difference of 67.82 F was
measured, within the acceptance criteria of less than 70 F.

the effectiveness of the pressurizer spray was measured by opening the main
spray valves, securing all pressurizer heaters, and recording pressurizer
pressure as a function of time to determine the depressurization rate. these

each valve opened individually. Following each depressurization, the main spray
valves were closed, the pressurizer heaters were enexgized, and pressurizer
pressure was recorded as a function of time to determine the pressurization rate,
for information only.
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TEST KMJGDB

Ihe continuous spray valves were determuned to be properly set to cbtain a
ter~rature differezxoe between the cold legs and the spray line near the
pressurizer of 70 F. 'Ihe depressurization rate cbtained using -both main spray.
valves was measured to be 1.38 psia. per second. 'Iherefore, the acceptance
criteria of 1.06 psia/sec for this test were satisfactorily met. Furthermore,
the pressurization rate was measured to be 0.27 psia/sec using all pressurizer
heaters.

CCjNCZOSIONS

We testing recpired by CESSAR was completed and the acceptance criteria
were satisfied.
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3.7 E'ostcore Reactor Coolant System leak Rate Neasurernent
(Section 14..2.12.3.7)

TEST OB31KTIVE AND SUMMARY

She purpose of this test was to measure the reactor coolant system (RCS)
leakage at hot zero power conditions. ~ing was performed using the PVNGS
surveillance test procedure 43ST-3RC02, »RCS Water Inventory Balance". In this
test/»identif ied 'nd»unidentif ied 'CS 1eakage must be within the 1imits
specified by Technical Specification 3.4.5.2; namely, that identified leakage
shall not exceed 10 gpm and that unidentified leakage shall not exceed' gpm.
Testing was performed at least once evexy 72 hours during Postcore Hot Functional
Testing while the plant was in Node 3. 'Ihe test remits were within allcarable
limits..

%he test is.performed by measuring the changes in water inventory of the RCS
and Chemical Volume Control System (CVCS) over a two hour interval. Ch-ages in
the levels of the E~urizer, Volume Control Tank, Reactor Drain Tank, Equipment
Drain Tank, and Safety Injection Tanks, as well as changes in the RCS temperature
and pressure, are recorded and correlated to volume to determine the leakage
rates in gallons per minute (gpm).

%his surveillance test was performed ten time's during the course of the
Postcore Hot Functional Testing, including six perfornances with the RCS at hot
zero poorer conditions. Acceptable test results were obtained by each
performance. A typical set of test results is illustrated by the October 11,
1987 performance, which measured identified and unidentified leakages of 0.120
gpm and 0.119, respectively. %his particular measurement was conducted with
the RCS at 565 F and 2240 psia.

CONCIIJS ION

%he RCS leakage determined during postcore testing was well within the
limits specified by the Technical Specifications.
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3.8 Postcore Incore Instrurrrentation Test~
~

~ ~ ~ ~(Section 14.2.12.3.8)

TEST OB319CPXVES AND SUMMARY

PVNGS procedure 73HF-3RI01, "Post~re Mavable Incore Instrumentation Test",
was performed aver the period fram September 22 to December 18, 1987. '%he
objectives and acceptance criteria of this test were as follaws:

(1) To detexmine the movable incore detector system (MICXG) path lengths

path were to agree with the average length for the given path within 0.3
inch.
(2) To install the permanent plant movable incore detectors (fission
ctmrrbers) .
(3) To demonstrate proper ~ruter control of the movable incore detectors.
(4) To verify proper operation of the MICK'S at hat shutdawn and hot standby
conditions by accessing specified core locations in the manual control
mode. 'Ibis would also check changes in the physical fitof the detector in
the path and the path grawth due to temperature changes.
(5) To verify that leakage resistances for the fixed incore detectors are at
least 10 megohms at hot standby conditions.

With the RCS at ambient conditions, the MICD path lengths were measured by
driving the durrrrrry cable into each path using the manual contxol box and recording
the enacder readout fram the contxol box. three successive path length

Next, the permanent detectors (fission chambers) were installed with their
associated cabling. the manual control box was used to operate the system to
measure the transfer times and drive rates for use as input to the carrrputer
control program. %he cxzgmter contxol program was then tested to demonstrate its
operability.

Following the heatup of the RCS to hat shutdown conditions, three of the
path lengths were remeasured to obtain baseline data on tube ~h due to
terrrperature. Khese ts were performed again at hot standby
conditions. Additionally, while at hot standby conditions (565 F, 2250 psia
narrrinal), the leakage resistance of each fixed incore detector was measured using
a high resistance meter, to check for any abnormalities. %he autamatic test
functions of the fixed incore amplifier bins (zero autput; full scale autput;
insulation resistance) were also initiated and verified.
TEST RESULTS

%he encoder path length measurerrrents were performed using the durrrrrry detector
and recorded as required. Me repetitive measurements were within the 0.3 inch
tolerance.
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'Ihe camputer operation of the MICDS was, not campletely successful. Prior to
the test, the,sy ~n hardware had been modified per lessons learmxl in PVNGS
Units 1 and 2. Dcbensive trcmbleshooting in Unit 2 had praved that the hardware
modifications and Honeywell plant canput~ upgrade (45000 model) wexe both
needed. In addition, two more major prcblems were faund in the canpul~ hardware
in Unit 2 (I/O cards, intex~ cards) . 'Ihese changes were incorporated into the
PTNGS Unit 3. hardware prior to perfanance of this test. Software changes
indentified in Unit 2 were also incorporated into Unit 3. Although the A drive
cauld access and scan core locations under can@uter control, the B drive machine
was unable to do so reliably. Ihis prevented the collection of fully auhxnatic
scans of the full reactor core, although individual assemblies could be scanned
using the A drive and detector apexating in the semi-autamatic mode. %he B drive
was affected by, occasional path verification failures and discrepancies between
detector position. irdication fram the interL~ system and the number of scans
collected by the I/O microprocessor during detector witMrawal fram the fuel
assemblies. Ihe latter problem a@mars to be a problem of either missed
intexxupts or spurious actuation of the demand scanner which scans the detector
output amplifier during fuel assembly scans. Troubleshooting on the system is
ongoing. Until the canput~ operation mode is successfully implemented, the
MICDS may continue to be operated satisfactorily using the A drive only in the
cxznputer manual or semi-autamatic mode or by using the Manual Control Box.

'Ihe Fixed Incore Detector leakage resistances were well abave the munirnum
acceptable value of 10 megaohms, irdicating that the detectors and cabling are
free fram electrical grouch. Additionally, the autanatic test functions of the
Fixed Incore Amplifier Bins were successfully tested and demonstrated to operate
pex'es3.gn ~

CONCZOSIONS

Although several problems were encountered during the performance of this
test, the prim-u.y objectives and acceptance criteria as specified by CESSAR
Chapter 14 were satisfied. 'Ihat is:

(1) 'Ihe leakage resistances of the fixed incore detectors were meamu~ to
be within design specifications.
(2) 'Ihe ability of the MZCD6 to a~ the various paths was demonstrated
using the ma~ contxol box. Although.the camputer control mode was nat
fully apex~le, fuel assembly scans may be obtained under cxznputer control
using one drive and the manual contxol box may continue to be used until afix of the cxznputer mode is implemented.
(3) Ihe path lengths of all mcvable incore paths were. measured using the
manual control box arxk the,dumnnj detectors.

'Ihus, the fixed and savable incore detector systems were determined to be
functional to the extent required to support plant pawer operation. It should be
noted that the MICDS is nat safety-related and that the Technical Specification
on incore deters (Technical Specification 3.3.3.2) is not impacted by theol~ilitystatus of the MICDS. In this Technical Specification, the MICD6 is
considered only as a backup to the fixed incore detectors. Ihe Technical
Specification can be satisfied solely through the fixed incore detectors, even if
the MICDS is declared inapexable, and plant apemtion in any of its operational
modes will nat be impacted. The manual control boxes can be used in lieu of the
can@uter but with knowledge that accuracy and speed willbe degraded.

Although work is continuing to resolve the MICDS canputer program problems,
the test results met the required CIGAR acceptance criteria.
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4. 0 INI'VIALCRITICAIZTY~

~(CSHSAR Section 14.2. 10. 2)

TEST OBTf&IIVEAND SUMMARY

Initial criticality for ~ 3 was achieved uncter test procedure
72IC-3RX02, "Initial Criticality." %he puxpose of the procedure was to provide a
safe, organized method for attaining the initial criticality of the PVNGS Unit 3
reactor and to verify that at least a one decade overlap existed between the
startup excore detector channels and the log range of the safety excore der
channels.

%he approach to criticality began at 0925 on Octcber 25, 1987 and initialcriticality was achieved at 1834 on October 25, 1987. %he RCS boron
concentration at criticality was measured at 1014.1 ppm. An overlap greater than
one decade between each startup channel and each log range of the safety channels
was obsexved o

'lhe approach to criticality began with the reactor coolant system at
565 F, 2250 psia, approximately 1350 ppm boron and All Rods Out (ARO) with the
exception of a single cpzep of four rods (Regulating Gnat 5), which was
positioned at approximately 75 inches withdrawn (at midcore) . 'Ihe RCS boron
concentration was then reduced to achieve criticality, with Gnat 5 .used to
contxol the chain reaction.

Core response during the contxol rod group withdxawal and RCS dilution was
monitored in the control roam by observing the change in neutxon count rate as
indicated by the permanent source range-nuclear instrumentation (startup
channels) . Neutxon count rate was plotted as a function of control rod cpxmp
position and RCS boron concentration during the approach to criticality. Primary
safety reliance was based on inverse count rate ratio (ICRR or 1/M) monitoring, as
an indication of the nearness and rate of approach to criticality.
TEST RESUDIS

Ini.tial criticality of the Unit 3 reactor was achieved in a safe and
controlled manner as described above. We measured.RCS boron concentration, at
criticality, 1014.1 ppm, fell within the acceptance criteria of 965 ppm to 1065
ppm and diffexed from the predicted value of 1015 ppm.by only 0.9 ppm. An
overlap greater than one decade was verified between each startup channel and the
log range of the safety c2mnnels.

CONCGJSIONS

Satisfactory cxzpletion of this test demonstrated the val-idity of the core
physics predictions, for initial criticality, as well as the adequacy and
redundacy of plant instrumentation in aenitoring the reactor in the source and
low power ranges.
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5.0 DN HX&R ERYSICS TEAK
(CESSAR Section 14.2.12. 4)

With the ex~on of the Law Perm'iological Shield Survey Test (Section
14.2.12.4.1), all Law Power Physics Tests were performed as part of PVNGS
rocedure 72'-3RX30 "Iaw .Power physics Testn.

%he Imper Power Physics Test for PVNGS 3 util'ized a CE'A exchange technique. In
this method, the critical boron concentration (CBC) and isoth~ tetttperature
coefficient (ITC) are first measured with essentially all CEAs withdrawn fram the:
core (ARO).. Next the most worthy CEA grc~, shutdawn CEA gulp B for PVNGS, is
inserted into the core while reactor pawer is.held constant by RCS dilution. %he
reactivity worth of the CE'A group is measured concurrently using the reactivity
computer. Once this most worthy CEA ~ is fully in~~, conditions axe
stabilized and the CBC and ZIC are again measured. %his most worthy CE'A gmup,
also referred to as a reference group, is then exchanged with the next most
worthy group, also referred to as the test group, while the RCS boron
concentration is maintained constant. When the test group reaches its fully
inserted position, conditions are stabilized. %he reactivity worth of the test
group is then deteznuned fran the critical CEA configuration which results. The
reference CE'A gnmp is then ins~ while the test CEA group is withdrawn to
maintain the reactor critical. After the test CEA gn~ is completely withdrawn,
a new test group is selected and its reactivity worth is measured in the same
manner. 'The process is repeated until all full-length CE'A groups have been
measured. Due to the widely varying worth of pVNGS CEA gD:mps, two reference
gag~ were used to assure accurate results.

During law power reactor physics testing, one minor problem with same the testing
equipment was. encoun~. One of the picoammeters used as a part of the
reactivity ccaapxter setup was found to display same non-linearity midway into law
power physics testing. %his picoamtneter was replaced and any testing performed
using the suspect picoammeter was redone.
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TEST
RESULIS'he

measured group worths are shown in Table 5-3. All of the CE'A group

tolerances, including the total recrating: group worth..During the withdrawal of
Group 3 and insertion of gnmp 5 (step 9 abave) CEA 484 slipped and CEA 482

Both CEAs were recovered and group 3 was returned to its initial
condition. Testing was resumed with test. results heing. unaffected.

CONCIIJSIONS

'Ihe. accuracy of,the predicted CEA group worths was confirmed by the measured
values. Etu~ermore, the total measured regulating group worth was in acceptable
agreement with its prediction;

TABIZ 5-3

Conditions

565
2250 ia

INDIVIIXJALCE'A GROUP WORISS
(%delta-~)

Diff. Acceptable
M-P Diff.

-0.2217 -0.2298 -0.0081 +0.100

-0.445 -0.4577 -0.0127 +0.100

-0.770 -0.731 +0.039 +0.077

--0.539 , -0'.5586 -0.0196 +0.100

-0.786

-2.565 -2.707 -0.142

-0.7245 +0.0615 +0.121

+0.2565

-2.'5328 -2.526 +0.0068 +0.389

-7.8595 -7.9346 -0.0751 +0.794
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5.1 ?mr Pawer Biological Shield Survey Test~
~

~

~

(Section 14.2.12.4.'1)

TEST OBZKCFIVE AND SUMMMARY

PVNGS procedure 75PA-3ZZ01, "Biological Shield Survey", was performed during
the phases of law Power Physics, Testing (LPPI') and Pa|mr Ascension Testing (PAT)to meet the following objectives:

(1) To measure radiation in accessible locations outside the biological
shield.
(2) To obtain baseline radiation levels for camparison with future

Acceptance criteria for these measure|ants are based on predicted radiation
levels for 100% pawer operation and are presented as maximum dose rates for five
different access zones. Table 5-1 shaws the applicable criteria and defines theacct zones.

Baseline background data for this test was gathered on June 17, 1987 with
the plant in Mode 5. law pcarer physics data was gathered on October 26, 1987
with the reactor critical and at 0% full pawer (FP) and the primary conditions of
565 F, 2250 psia. %he lear power data met the acceptance criteria.

e
With the plant stabilized at the desired conditions, gaxma and neutron

radiation surveys were performed at selected locations in accessible areas
outside the biologi.'cal shield. 'Ihese surveys were performed per the plant
radiation survey procedure, and included general area surveys in roams or areas
as well as. more detailed surveys around penetrations, shield plugs, and other
areas where stxeaming cauld be occurring. A scan survey was also performed while
the survey team was in tzmmit between designated survey points. Surveys were
performed in the Containment Building, Auxiliary Building, Main Steam Support
Structure, Turbine Building, Fuel Building, Control Building, Radwaste Building,
and at variaus site locations mcterior to the, plant.
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TEST RESULTS

Baseline data was gathered on June 17, 1987 in the accessible areas.
Cceparison'f this data to the acceptance criteria is not applicable. Ixar power
physics data was gathered on October 26, 1987. 'Xhe data gathered in the
accessible plant areas during the low power physics surveys sheared'o inches
above the baseline measureInents.

GONCWSION

Reviews of the lear poorer test remits revealed no apparent deficiencies in
the plant shielding. Sufficient ~ine data was gathered for comparison with

'9h

Table 5-1
RADIATION ZONE 'CIASSIFICATION

Zone
Desi tion

Allcared Occupancy
Desi

Iess than 0.5 Uncontrolled, unlimited
access (plant personnel)

0.5 to 2.5

2.5 to 15

15 to 100

Over 100

Controlled, limited acct,
(40 h/wk to unlimited)

Controlled, limited access
(6 to 40 h/wk)

Controlled, limited acct
(1 to 6 h/wk)

Normally inaccessible;acct only as perIIIitted by
radiation protection~nnel (1 h/wk)
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5.2 Isoth~ Tenperature Coefficient Test~
~

~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~

(Section 14.2.12.4.3)

TEST OB3ECVIVE AND SUMMARY

%he Isoth~ Temperature Coefficient (ITC) was measured twice during Zmr
Poorer Physics Testing at different control rod (CEA) configurati'ons. the
conditions under which the ITCs were measured and the dates of performance are
listed below:

1) 565 F, 2250 psia, unrodded
retested

2) 565 F, 2250 psia,
CEA Gp. B inserted

26, 1987
27, 1987

ber 26 and 27, 1987

%he measured ZIC values were recpired to be within + 0.3 x 10
delta-+K/ F of their predicted values, a condition which was met during all
fram both of the Flies zmasured, and verified to be in cxmpliance with the Tech
Spec limits (+0.22 x 10 to -2.80 x 10 delta-~ F per Technical
Specification 3.1.1.3) in each case.

TEST DESCRIPTIONt ahe ITC is defined as the the ~e in reactivity associated with a uniform
change m the moderator and fuel temperature. To measure the ITC, the RCS
tern}xzature was changed approximately 5 F at a rate of about 10-20 F per
hour, using the secondary Steam Bypass Control System. RCS tenperature and core
reactivity were recorded on a strip chart and, additionally, on an X-Y plotter.
Following a short stabilization time at the new temperature, the RCS temperature
was then returned to its initial value. Temperature and reactivity were again
recorded during the transition.

'Lhe change in RCS tenperature.and the corresponding change in reactivity
were obtained from the X-Y plots for both teutgmwture swings and the ITC was
obtained from the slope of the "best-fit" line drawn through the data points.
'Ihe MIC was then determined by subtracting the predicted Fuel Temperature
Coefficient from the measured ITC.

'Ihe first ARO ITC measurement was affected by the suspect picoananeter notedin Section 5.0. Ihe ARO ZXC measurement was therefore repeated with a
replacement pico-mmeter. 'Ihe measured ITCs a~md with the predicted values
within the acceptable beni. These ~ts are suzmmrized in Table 5-2. 'ibe Meats
derived from the ITCs were -0.227 x 10 and —.683 x 10 at the unrodded
(ARO) and rodded (Group B inserted) conditions, respectively. Both of these
values are within the aforementioned Technical Specification limits.
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CONCWSIONS

'Ihe accuracy of the predicted isoth~ temperature coefficients was
verified by the measured. values, all of which were within their acceptance
criteria'. Furthermore, the HZCs deterauned at, hot, zero pcarer conditions were in
compliance with the Technical Specification limits.

TABZE 5-2

ISOISEfRAL COEFFICIIWIS
(x10 delta-~ F),

Conditions ~cted
565 F.,
2250 psia

Diff. Acr~table
M-P Diff.

—unrodded -0.19 -0.381 -'0'. 191 +0. 30

—Grp B
inserted -0.594 -0.837 -0.243 +0.30
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5.4 Shutdawn and Regulating CE'A Group Worth Test
(Section 14.2.12.4.4)

TEST OBTECZIVE AND SUMMARY

'lhe objectives of this test were as follows:
(1) To determine the individual grc~ worths of all full-length Contml
Element Assembly (CEA) groups.
(2) To sum those measured group worths to dermnstrate the adequacy of "

the shutdawn margin.
Figure 5-1 shaws the relative locations of the CE'A gmops in the PVNGS 3

core. Lhe full-length CE'A grc~ worths were measured with the RCS 'at hat zem
pawer (565 F, 2250 psia) over the period of October 26 tough October 28,
1987. %he measured individual c~ worths were recpired to be within +10% of
their predicted values for the reference CPA groups. For the non-reference CE'A

g~m the measured individual gmup worths were required to be within +15> or
+0.10% delta-~ (whichever is larger). %he total worth of the regulating CE'A

gmups was required to be within + 10% of its predicted value.

A constant dilution of the boron concentration was initiated. Insertion of
CE'A gmop B was then performed in periodic, discrete steps, to offset the change
in core reactivity fram the boron dilution, and thus maintain pawer and
reactivity within the desired control bands. Reactivity and pawer were recorded
on a strip chart recorder. Insertion of the group continued until it. reached its
lower limit, at which time the dilution was secured. %he relevant sy tan
parameters of CE'A position, time, reactivity, boron concentration and temperature
were recorded. %he withdrawal of group B was exchanged with the insertion of
Group A until Group A was fully inserted and the reactor was stabilized with the
reactivity at appmximately zero. lhe relevant system parameters listed abave
are again recorded to determine the measured critical position. 'this process is
repeated in essentially the same manner until all full-length CFA gmops have
been measured. %he entire exchange sequence is listed below:

1 0

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

5.
6.
7 ~

Heasure shutdawn reference barik (group B) by insertion/dilution.
Withdraw group B and insert gmop A until A is fully inserted.
Withdraw grip A and insert group B until gmop A is fullywitMrawn.
Withchaw group B and insert gmop 3 (regulating reference group) until grip
3 is fully inserted.
Borate RCS and withdraw group B until gmup B is fullywithc~wn.
Withdraw gmop 3 and insert group 1 until gmop 1 is fullywitMrawn.
Withdraw grip 1 and insert group 2 until grip 2 is fully inserted, aft~
which t.ime in'%mop 3 until gmop 1 is fullywitMrawn.

8. Withdraw grc~ 2 and insert group 4 until grip 4 is fully inserted, after
which time insert gmop 3 until gmop 2 is fullywitMrawn.

9. WitMraw group 3 and insert group 5 until gmop 5 is fully inserted.
10. Withdraw group 4 and insert ~ 3 until group 4 is fullywithdrawn.
11. Withdraw gmop 5 and insert gmup 3 until grc~ 5 is fullywithdrawn.
12. Return gmop 3 to its original position prior to the start of step 6.
13. Measure the worth of group 3 by boratioq/witMrawal.
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FIGURE 5-1

REZATIVE CORE IDCATIONS
OF CEA GROUPS
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TEST OB3ZCZDR AND SUMMARY

'The purpose of this test was to determine the differential bomn worth. Lhe
measurement was performed on October 28, 1987 with the RCS at 565 F, 2250
psia. Lhe measured differential boron worth was required to be within +10
pgm/%delta-K/K of its predicted worth.

TEST DESCRIPTION

The diff~mtial bomn worth is defined as the change in boron concentration
(in ppm) which would cause a 1> delta-EpK change in reactivity. %he data
rectum@ to calculate the differential bomn worth was obtained fram the

g
concentrations (see Section 5.6) . Lhe diffexential boron worth was detexmined
simply by dividing the change in critical boron concentration in going fry one
CEA configuration to another, hy the total reactivity worth of the CEA groups
moved

t 'Ihe calculated differential bomn worth agreed with the predicted value
within + 10 ppm/%delta-K/K. 'Ihe camparison of the measured and predicted value is
summarized in Table 5-4.

CDNCIIJSIONS

'lhe differential bomn worth met the, acceptance criteria for the test.

TABIZ 5-4

BORON NORIH
(pgm/%delta-k/k)

565 Z,
2250 psia

-83.43

Conditions Predicted Measured

-80.27

Diff. ~able
-P Diff.

+3.16 + 10.0
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5. 6 Critical Boron Concentration Test
~ ~

~

~ ~ ~ ~

~

(Section 14.2. 12.4. 6)

TEST OB31KTZVE AND SUMMARY

%he critical boron concentxation (CBC) was measured twice during Imr Pcarer
Physics testing, at two different contxol rod (CE'A) configurations. Ihe
conditions under which the measurements were performed and the dates of
performance are listed belmr:

1) 565 F, 2250 psia, unrodded 26,, 1987
Retested 27, 1987

2) 565 F, 2250 psia,
CEA Gp B inserted ber 26, 1987

'Ihe measured Critical Boron Concentrations were required to be within + 50
ppm of their predicted values.

With the reactor critical at the desired CE'A configuration and stabilized
conditions, boron ecpilibrium was verified by observing that the reactivity drift
was negligible. An RCS water sample was taken and analyzed for boron content.
'Ihe'measured boron concentration was then corrected for the worth of any CEA
deviation fram the position assuaged for the prediction. %his was done by
inserting or withclrawing the deviating group to the assumed position arxl
measuring the reactivity ~iated with the move (i.e., the residual worth) .'Ihis residual worth was conv~ to ppm, using the differential boron worth, and
used to appropriately adjust the measured concentration to prcvide the CBC for
the same conditions assumed for the prediction.

TEST RESUL'IS

'The measured critical boron concentrations agree with the predicted values
within the acceptance criteria of + 50 ppm. Table 5-5 provides a summary of the
measured and. predicted values. The unrodded CBC was one of the measuremmts
affected by the suspect picommeter. %he value given in Table.5-5 is the value
determined during the retest.

CXNCIIJSIONS

%he accuracies of the predicted'ritical boron concentrations were confirmed
by the measured values, all of which were well within their acceptance criteria.
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TM3LE 5-5

CRZKCAL 'BOKN CONCEPHQTXONS

(m )

Conditions Predicted

565 Z,
2250 psia

—unrodded 1025 1022

Diff. Acceptable
M-'P Diff.

+50

—Gzp B
insert 811 805 +50
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6. 0 KNER ASCENSION TESTS~

~ ~ ~(CESSAR Section 14.2.12. 5)

6.1 Vari.able Tavg (Isothermal Temperature Coefficient
and Power Coefficient) ~
(Section 14.2.12.5.2)

TEST OB7ECFIVE AND SUMMARY

'lhe objective of the Variable Tav test was to measure the Isoth~
Temperature Coefficient (ITC) and the Leer Coefficient (PC) at the 50% ard 100%
power plateaus. Also, the Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MIC), was calculated
from the ITC ard was extrapolated to 100% to ensure compliance with Technical
Specifications upon reaching the higher plateaus. Testing was accomplished on
December 13, 1987 at 504 pcarer using test procedure 72PA-3RX15 ard on January 4
and 5, 1988 using test procedure 72PA-3RX50, 'Variable T (Isothermal
Tertperatvm Coefficient and Pcarer Coefficient) ~" (58Pand 100%,
respectively) .

%he IllBaeored PIC and M1C were regained to within +0 3)Q.O
de1ta-Y/l'/ F and the neaeured.pc within +0.2r10 delta-lid''SpwR of their
respective, predicted values, a cordition which was met for all tests, with one
exception noted belmr.

'this test involved measuring the reactivity changes which accczrg~ny changes
in temtmrature and poorer. 'Ihe Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ZXC) is a
measure of the change in reactivity caused by a change in RCS average
temperature, while the Power Coefficient (PC), is the change in reactivity (with
RCS temperature constant) ~iated with a chambre in reactor power. The

1) ITC Measuren~t without CE'A Mavement~e secondly steam loading was
adjust~ to establish a new core inlet teaq~ture. She reactivity effects
of the tentperature change resulted in a new power being ~lished. After
a brief stabilization period for data collection, the cycle was reversed by
adjusting the secondary steam loading in the opposite direction to- establish
a new taqmtature ard pcarer. After another brief stabilization period for
data collection, the secondary steam loading was readjusted ard the core
inlet tenperature returned to its previous value, thus completing one
teagoerature cycle. %hid cycling of temperature/poorer was repeated three
times.
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e adjusted to establish a new core inlet temperature. Core power was held
essentially constant by compensating for the reactivity effects of the the
ter~rature change with CE'A group 5 movement. After a brief stabilization
period for data collection, the secondary steam. loading was adjusted in the
appmite direction and a new core inlet temperature established. Again, CE'A
gxcxlp 5 movement was used to hold reactor power essentially constant. Aft~
another brief stabilization period for data collection, the temperature
cycle was campleted by adjusting the secondaxy steam loading to return the
core inlet temperature to its previous value, while CE'A grcnp 5 movement was
used to hold reactor power essentially constant. 'Ihis method was performed
only at 100% where four cycles were'performed.
3) Poorer Coefficient with CE'A Movement—QR. group 5 movement was used to
introduce a reactivity change which caused a subsequent power change. The
average core coolant teaperatuxe (Tavg) was held ~tially constant by
adjusting the secondary steam load to match reactor power. After a brief
stabilization period for data collection, CE'A group 5 was moved. in the
opposite direction (with secondaxy steam loading adjusted to keep the Tavg
constant) and a new power was established. After data was collected, CE'A
group 5 .was moved such that power was returned to its previous value, while
the secondary steam loading was adjusted to hold Tavg'ssentially constant,
thereby completing the power cycle. 'Ihis method was performed only at 100%
power where four cycles were performed.
Aft~ the data, was collected, the ITC and PC were calculated using a
reactivity balance which includes the reactivity effects of CE'A group 5
movements, the change in average coolant temI~tuxe, and the the change in
reactor power. %he calculation was an iterative one which used the
precKcted ITC and PC as the starting points and .continued until su~ive
iterations yielded agreement of +0.005 x 10-4 for both the ITC and PC.

%he MD was calculated from the ITC by subtracting the predicted fuel
4mperature coefficient (FIC) as follows:

At the 50% power plateau, the HZC was extrapolated to 100~ power to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications (T.S.) . 'Ihe 100% power plateau test was
actually performed at approximately 964 power to avoid violating the licensed
power limit during the.coume of this testing. %he MIC was then extrapolated to
100% power.to ensure T.S. campliance.

The measured ZXCs, MIes and Pcs agreed with the predicted values within the
acceptable range at both power plateaus with the exception of the PIC and MIC at
100% power. %he ITC and HIC at 100% power were determined to be acceI~le
following calculation of a revised test prediction by the NSSS vendor which took
into account the difference in measuzecl and predicted boron concentxwtion, Tavg
and core average buxnup. Mesc results are summarized in Table 6-1.

CONCZIJSIONS

%he agrcmnent of the predicted isothermal temperature coefficient, mcderator
temperature coefficient, and power coefficient with the measured values was
verified for the two test plateaus. Furthexmoxe, the MD detexmined at each test
plateau was verified to be in compliance with the Technical Specification limits.
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'ABLE 6-1

VARIABLE Tavg MSUI~
'(X10 de&-.~) ZXC & M1C

(xl0 delta-K/8/4PWR) PC

'Boron
Coef.

(1) Diff. " Accept.
Meas. M-P Diff.

50%
(12/13/87)

720 'ITC
MZC
PC

-0.601
-0.459
-1.150

-0.761
-0.619

N/A

-0.160
-0.160

N/A

+0. 3
+0.3
+0.2

100%
(1/4/88-
1/5/88)

620 'ITC
'MXC

PC

-0.814
-0.684
-0.930

-1.152(2) -0.338
-1.021(2) -0.337
-0.925 +0.005

+0. 3
+0.3

~ +0.2

-1. 349 (3)
-1. 218 (3)'l.152

-1. 021
+0. 197
+0.197

+0. 3
+0.3

NOTES —Diff. = Difference. = h%msured —PraHcted'
Accept. Diff. = Atxxptable 'Difference Range—(1) %he measured values have been corrected to predicted boron

concentrations of 790 at 50% and 699 at 100'.—(2) Out of tolerance results—(3) Revised test predictions provided by NSSS vendor for "as
tested>r condition
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6.2 Unit Load Transient Test
(Section 14.2. 12.5. 3)

TEST OBT19CPIVE AND SUMMARY

%he Unit Zoad Transient Tests were performed at the 50% and 100~ power
plateaus to demonstrate that both step and ramp load decreases can be. performed
at the design rates with key plant parameters remaining within design limits.

Testing was accamplished using procedure 73PA-3ZZ05 (50% test) on December
23, 1987 and procedure 73PA-3ZZ07 (100% test) on January 5 and 6, 1988. All
control systems responded as designed and key plant pmmneters remained within
their required'cceptance band at both pawer plateaus.

Unit load ramp decreases of approximately 5% per minute were performed by
closing dawn slightly on the turbine control valves resulting in a mimaatch
between reactor pcarer and turbine pawer. As the turbine load: demand decreased,
the Reactor Regulating Systeun (RRS) detected a decrease in turbine first stage
pressure and an associated deeense in the Turbine Zaad Index (TLI) (i.e.,
Turbine Power) . Me HRS then calculated a poorer error term (based on the
difference between the TLI and reactor pawer) and a reference teanperature (T-ref;
based on the TLZ) . 'Ihe reference tenperature was campared to the actual core
average temperature (T"avg). to determine a ~mzature error. When the

susan'rror(temperature error plus power error) exceeded a specified value (ie,
setpoint). the RRS instructed the CEZMCS to insert CEAs. CEA insertion continueduntil the sununed error decreased belaw the. setpoint.

%he Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS), upon sensing the change in turbine
load, opened'team bypass valves to relieve excess heat generation. lhe valve(s)
remained open until insertion of the CEAs (by the HRS) reduced heat generation by
the primary system. Once the mismatch between the primary. and secondary system
power was eliminated, the valves ~ted.

'The den~ing power fram the insertion of CEAs caused a reduction in core
average temperature. Sensing the lower T-avg, the Pressurizer Zevel Control
System (PZCS) lowered the pressurizer water level by increasing the letdown flow
and decreasing the charging flow until it matched a programmed level based on the
new reactor poorer.

'Zhe decrease in reactor pawer also caused a dec~ in the main steam
flaw. This decrease resulted. in a steam flaw/feed flow mismatch which is sensed
by the Feedwater Control Sysbm (HKS). To eliminate this mismatch, the PCS
decreased the feedwater pump speed and the~ed back on the economizer feechmter
control valve until the steam flow and feed flow were approximately ecpal.

She 10% step decreases were also performed hy closing dawn. on the turbine
control valves. In this case; however, the valves were closed at a faster rate
than they were during the ramp decreases. Control system ~nse to. the 10%
step changes were similar to those described for the ramp decreases except they
occurred aver a shorter period of'ime.
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TEST KKUZKS

Both tests, at 50 and 100% power, successfully demonstrated that all control
systems ~nded as designed and all monitored p~neters remained within their
acceptance band.

Tables 6-2 and 6-3 summarize the key plant parameters during a 5% per minute
ramp from approximately 50% to 35t pcarer and a 10% step change fram approximately
35% to 25% pcarer.

Tables 6-4 and 6-5 summarize the key plant parameters during a 5% per minute
ramp fram approximately 95% to 80% pcarer and a 10%, step change fram approximatley
80% to 70% power. Evaluation of the data fram both tests showed that all
parameters remained within their ac~nce band and, therefore, that all control
systems performed satisfactorily during design NSSS load changes

CONCZIJSION

Khese tests successfully demonstrated that 10% step decreases and 5% per
minute ramp decreases can be performed with the plant control systems maintaining
key plant parameters within their design limits.
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TAI3IZ 6-2

SUMMARY OF TEST RISULTS (50%')
5% PER MQK7ZE RAMP DECREASE TRANSIENT

Test ~ts
Minimum Maximum

Acceptance Criteria
Minimum Maximum

Pzr. Pressure
Pzr. Level
SG 1 Pressure
SG 2 Pressure
SG 1 Zevel
SG 2 Zavel
RCS T-avg
SG 1 T-hot
SG 2 T-hot

2201
36.3
1117
1143
70.0
70.0

574.4
584.1
583.9

2280
44.7
1148
1175
74.0
73.3

579.4
593.6
593.2

2150
30.0
1050
1050
70.0
70.0

567.0
575.0
575.0

2335
45.0
1180'180

88.0
88.0

587.0
600.0
600.0

TA8IZ 6-3

SUMMARY OF TEST RISUIKS (50+o)
10% STEP DECREASE

TRANSIEVI'est

Results
Minimum Maximum

Acceptance. Criteria
Minimum Maximum

Pzr Pressure
Pzr Zevel
SG 1 Pressure
SG 2 Pressure
SG 1 level
SG 2 Level
RCS T-avg
SG 1 T-hot
SG 2 T-hot

2210
32

1110
1110
71. 0
70. 0

571. 0
576.0
576.0

2300
42

1175
1175
74.0
76.0

577.8
585.0
585.0

2150
30. 0
1050
1050
70.0
70.0

567.0
575.0
575.0

2335
45. 0
1180
1180
88.0
88.0

'587. 0
600. 0
600.0
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TMKK 6-4

.SUNK'F TEST RESULTS (100~o)
5% PER MINVZE RAMP DECKWSE

Test Results
imum Maximum

Acceptance Criteria
Minimum Maximum

Pzr Pressure
Pzr Zevel
SG 1 Pressure
SG 2 Pressure
SG 1 Zevel
SG 2 Zevel
RCS T-avg

,
SG 1 T-hot
SG 2 T hot

2228
51

1110
1112
71.5
72.0

592.0
613.0
613.0

2280
55

1125
1125
74.0
74.0

594.0
617.0
617.0

2150
40. 0
.1020
1020
70.0
70.0

580.0
600.0
600.0

2335
60.0
1180
1180
88.0
88.0

600.0
625.0
625.0

TABLE 6-5

SUMMARY OF TEST R1KULTS (100')
10>o STEP DECREASE

Test Results
Minimum Maximum

Aca~nce Criteria
Minimum Maximum

Pzr Pressure
Pzr Zevel
SG 1 Pressure
SG 2 Pressure
SG 1 Zevel
SG 2 Level
RCS T-avg
SG 1 T-hot
SG 2 T-hot

2220
47

1118
1113
72.0
72.0

587.0
608.0
608.0

2290
'53

1140
1138
74.0
74.0

592.0
612.0
612.0

2150
40. 0
1050
1050
70.0
70.0

580.0
600.0
600.0

2335
60.0
1180
1180
88.0
88.0

600.0
625.0
625.0
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0 6.3 Contxol Systenns Checkout Test
(Section 14.2. 12.5.4)

Test Ob'ective and

%he Contxol Systems Checkout Tests were performed to demonstxate the
satisfactory performance of the NSSS Contxol Sy ~ns during normal operations and
under txansient conditions. 'Ihe contxol systems involved in these tests were:

Feechmter Gontxol System (HKS)
Steam Bypass Gontxol System (SBCS)

"Pressurizer Pressure Contxol System (PPCS)
Pressurizer Level Contxol Sy ~n (PIGS)
Reactor Regulating System (RRS)
Reactor Pcrwer Cutback System . (RPCS)
Contxol Element Drive Marinism Contxol System (CEEMCS) .

'Ihe specific objectives of the tests wexe:
1) To demonstrate that the HKS, SBCS, PPCS, PICS, RRS and CEIMS can contxol
the plant within acceptable tolerances of their proc~mtted values and to also
demonstrate that the HKS and RRS can control ~~am generator levels and Tavg,
respectively, within acceptable limits follcaring minor adjustments in contxol
setpoints. Ihe procedures which were used to test these control systems during
normal operations and their dates of perfoxaance are listed belmr:

73PA-3SFOlg "Contxol Syst2&ls Checkout at 20o Pc%ex" (December 6 & 7g 1987)
73PA-3SF04, '"Contxol Systems Checkout at 50% Pcarer" (December 22 & 23, 1987)
73PA-3SF06, "Control Systems Checlcout at 100> Pcarex" (Zanuaxy 5, 1988)

73PA-3SF01 SF04 & SF06 Each of these Contxol System Checkout tests consisted
of three paxM
1) A test of the Feedwater Contxol. Systems (FWCS) ability to contxol steam
genexator level during steady state and minor transient conditions. Ihe steady
state portion of the test simply involved determining whether the FWCS maintained
steam generator levels within +24 of the (steady state) level setpoint, while the
transient portion irnrolved both increasing and decreasing the level setpoint in
ramp and step functions to detexnune whether the FWCS controlled steam generator
levels to within +24 of the new level setpoint (after alluring for a brief
stabilization period) .
2) A test of .the Reactor Regulating System's ability to contxol Tavg with
respect to its contxol signal Tref. A misttatch was created between Tavg (TavgN1,
Tavgl2 and Tavg (average of Tavgll and Tavgg2) wexe all tested) and Tref by
either varying Tavg with boration/dilution or varying Tref with Main Turbine
Pcarer. Ihe CECHCS was then placed in the Auto Sequential mode to allow autcxetic
RRS controlled rod mcrvemmt;. After an adequate time for temperature
stabilization. Tavg and Tref were requivad to be within +2 F.
3) A test of the ability of all the contxol systems to function in an integrated
manner. 'The contxol systems were all placed in..the. automatic mode'while the
plant was operating at steady state conditions. Data was taken aver a thirty
minute period to verify that the contxol systems maintained their re~ive
parameters within the acceptable control band.
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73PA-3SF01 3SF04 & 3SF06 .'Ihe ability of,the control systems to perform as
designed during steady state operations and minor transients was verified by
these tests. %he major test results are, summarized in Table 6-6.. All acceptance
criteria were met, with .the exception of two minor items ~B belch.

At all three plateaus, an-offset was noted in S/G 2 level. A total of six test
exception reports were written conceL dng this condition. Because this offset
was small, (approximately 2% of the narra range instnunent span), system
acceptability was declared.

At the 50% power plateau, the downcomer..flow to S/G 2 exceeded 12% of total
flow. At the 100% pcver plateau .the- downcamer flow to S/G 1 was 'less than 8%.
Resolution to both test exception reports indicated that even though the
downcomer flow rates were not as expected, the total flow rate was, and therefore
system acceptability was declared.

CXN(XIJSIONS

Khese tests demonstrated that the control system are capable of performing
as designed under steady state, minor transient, or major transient conditions.
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TABIZ 6-6

DEVIATION FRY CONIBOL SEZPOINIS FOR
CONSOL SYSTEM CHECKOUZ TESXS

Criteria 73PA-3SF01 73PA-3SF04 73PA-3SF06

Feed Water Control:

Transient S/G lvls.
+24 fram setpoint:
ramp change, S/G 1:

S/G 2

+1.5

+3.4 (1)

+1.2

-2.7 (1)

+1.2

-3.2 (1)

Transient S/G lvls.
+2% from setpoint,
step change, S/G 1:

S/G 20

Reactor ation:

-0.5 +1.7

2. 9 (1) -2. 6 (1)

+0. 9

-3.7 (1)

Tavg +2 F fram Tref. 0.72

I ted Checkout:

1.7 +1. 51

Tavg +2 F of Tref:

Nl S/G level +24
fram setpoint:

1.97

+le 7

107

+1.7

1.08

+1. 04

N2 S/G level +2%
fram setpoint: -3.5(1) -2.8(1)'3.55(1)
Pzr. pressure +15
psia fram setpoint:

Pzr. level +14
fram setpoint:

Steam bypass valves
closed

10.7

-0.37

7.6

1.0

11.60

1.0

(1) Out of tolerance results due to S/G level offset.
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6.4 Reactor Coolant and Secondaxy Chemistxy and Radiochemistry Test
(Section 14.2.12.5.5)

%he Reactor Coolant ancl Secondaxy Chewed.stxy and Radiochemistry Test
74PA-3SSOl was performed at various power levels throughout the pm'scension
test program. 'Ihe principal objectives of the test were as follows.

(1) To conduct chemistry tests at various pcarer levels with the irrtent of
gathering corrosion data and determining activity buildup.
(2) To verify prop@+ operation of the Process Radiation Monitor (PHM), also
referred to as the letdmm radiation monitor.
(3) To verify the adequacy of sampling and analysis proceduxes and ensure
proper chemistxy control .can be established and maintained.
(4) To verify that reactor coolant ar6 secondary, activity levels are
maintained within the limits of the Technical Specifications.

Monitoring of plant chemistry during pcarer ascension testing per 74PA-3SS01 was
initiated on October 28, 1987 at 0% power and was completed on January 5, 1988
with the plant at 100% rated pcarer,

Sampling and chemical analyses of the reactor coolant and seco~ water
systems wexe performed using the applicable plant operating procedures at various
power levels during the pcarer ascension. At each power level where chemistry
testing was performed, samples fram the reactor coolant system (RCS), steam
generators (SGs), feedwater system, condensate system, reactor makeup water tank
(HMHZ), and the refueling water tank (RÃZ) were analyzed and the results compared
to the operating specifications. Outmf-specification conditions were co~ed
by initiating the applicable Chemistry Contxol Instruction. Proper operation of
the Pm~s Radiation Monitor (E%R) was verified by comparing PRH xeadings to the
laboratory analysis of grab samples which were representative of the fluid
monitored by the monitor..

the key findings and major activities at each testing plateau are summarized
below:
Zero Percent Poorer RCS lithium was low in the specification range at this
plateau. %he low lithium concentration was corrected by the addition of lithium
hydroxide. Steam Generators and makeup water supplies were all within
specification for this plant condition.

within specification for this plateau.
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10% Rated Pcarer %he primary systems had two items out of specification at this
plateau. Khese were RCS hycbxgen which was out of specification 3.ow and lithium
which was out of specification high. Khese conditions were corrected by
increasing the volume contxol tank hydrogen overpressure and by placing the
delithiating denunalizer bed in sexvice. On the secondary side, intexroittant out
of specification conditions were encountexed with steam genexator cation
conductivity and h~l and condensate demineralizer influent dissolved oxygen.
%he steam generator conductivity problem was corrected by increasing blowdown
flowrates and the dissolved oxygen problem was corrm~ by increasing the rate
of hydrazine addition to the secondary system..
20% Rated Peatier %he primary system remained in specification t?uuughout this
plateau. Intermittant problems in the steam generators and feedmter system with

Additionally, the hotwells experienced some pxctblems with high sodium
concentrations. 'lhe steam generator chemistxy was partially corrected by
increasing blowdown flaws, but both the steam generator and hotwell chemistry
problems were not completely cleared up until later plateaus. ibis was in
accordance with previous experience during the staxCup of PVNGS 1 and 2, where
several weeks of operation were neccessaxy to clean up the second-uy,piping
systems. 'Ihe feedwater out of specification condition was attribu~i to the-
leaking by of the condensate dettuneralizer bypass valve. %he valve was reseated
and the feedwater pxoblem was corri<~. 'Ihe makeup water sources remained in
specification during the entire plateau.
50% Rated Paver %he primary system had only one item out of specifi'cation for a
short period of t.ime at this plateau. %his was RCS lithium which went out of
specification low for a few hours on December 20, 1987. %his condition was
attributed to the heavy RCS dilution whi;ch took place the previous day to support
a reactor start~ follcwing a reactor trip. A lithium addition corE~ the
condition pxcmtptly. On the secondary side, intexmittant problems with high, out
of specification cation conductivity, chlorides and sulfates in the steam
generators. were enccvntered'. The steam genexators were blown down continuously
with increased flow rates at. times to reduce cation conductivity, sodium,
chlorides or sulfates as needed. Some pxablems were encountered with highfeaster cation conductivity and hydrazine and hotwell sodium. %he cation
conductivity prcblem cleaned up as secondaxy system piping cleaned up through
operation. %he hydrazine problem was corrected by reducing the stroke on the
secondary chemical addition pump. %he hotwell sodium prcblems were generally
correlated with a reactor trip during the plateau and the performance of the
steam bypass valve capacity test (see Section 6.12). Makeup water sources
remained within specification for the entire plateau.

plateau. %he steam generators were in continuous blowdown with increased flow
rate to return sodium and sulfates to specification at times. %he only
significant prcblem occurred follcaring a turbine trip when hotwell sodium levels
rose.. %he problem correl itself when the plant was brought back online whichinn~ed the flow through the hotwells and condensate dernineralizers. Malmup
water souxaes remained within specification for the entire plateau.
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Y At
specification throughout the plateau. A high hatwell sodium problem was
encountered for a short period of time when steam bypass valves were opened for
valve timing checks. %he condition corrected itself quickly after the valves
were closed-
Radiation Monitors %he ESN was operable during this test. %he acceptance
criteria for agreement between the PRM and gross ganze activity in a grab sample
was nat met at any plateau. '~ acceptance is that the XSN shall agree with
grab sample activity to within +16.4 percent. %he HM generally gave readings
which were 200-300% abave the grab samples; but trended with grab sample
results.

CDNCWSIONS

%he adequacy of the sampling and analysis procedures. and the ability to
establish and maintain proper chemistry contxol was. demonstrated throughout the
pawer ascension test program. %he RCS and secondary activity levels were
maintained within the Technical Specification limits and increased as expected
with increasing reactor pawer. Ihe corrosion data gathered during the power
ascension indicated no unusual or unexpected results. %he high antimony levels
experienx6 in PVNGS Units 1 and 2 were nat m~ienced in Unit 3. Ihis was
expected since the antimony containing reactor coolant pump journal'earings were
replaced with antimony-free bearings and any remaining, antimony deposited during
padre hot functional testing was'leaned up prior to the start of post~re

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~ ~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~ ~

hot functional testing.
'Ihe PRM trended with RCS gross activity determhmR fran grab samples, but

did nat meet its quantitative a~ance criteria. Subsecpent engineering
evaluation detetzLned that this acceptance criteria was inappropriate, and that
the PRM should be used for activity tv~~g only; %he PRM therefore performed
as designed and the results were accepted as-is, with no further testing planned.
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6.5 Unit Zoad Rejection~
~

~

~

~

~ ~(Section 14.2. 12.5.7)

TEST OB31iCPIVE AND SUMMARY

'Ihe primary objective of this test was to demonstrate that the Nuclear Steam
Supply System (NSSS) can accamodate a 1004 load rejection (1) without initiating
a Reactor PLntection System (RPS) signal or an Engineered Safety Features
Acl~tion System (ESFAS) signal, and (2) without opening any primary or secondary
safety valves. Additional objectives of the test were:

To assess the operation of the follcariLng contxol system+ following a 100%
load rejection:

Steam Bypass Contxol Systeun (SBCS)
Feedwater Control System (PCS)
Pressurizer Pressure Contxol System (PPCS)
Pressurizer Zevel Contxol System (PZCS)
Reactor Power Cutback System (RPCS)
Contxol Element Drive Mechanism Control System (CEZHCS)
Reactor Regulating System (RRS)

Testing was scheduled to be performed at the end of the 100% pcarer plateau in
accordance with procedure 73PA-3MA01 'Unit Zaad Rejection Test". On December
27, 1987, however, before the scheduled performance of 73PA-3MA01, PVNGS Unit 3
experienced an unplanned turbine trip while operating at approximately 93% of
rated th~ poorer. Reactor power nxtkack and and SBCS quick open signals were
received. No RPS or ESFAS signals were received, no primary or secondary safety
valves lifted and reactor power was stablized at approximately 30%. %he~nses of the plant equipment during this unanticipated event were reviewed bythe PVNGS Test Results Review Group ard. were determined to have satisfied the
objectives of the pcwer ascension test as well as the intent of the regulatory
requirements for the perforaance of this test.

'Ihe initial conditions that were to be used for the perforaance of
73PA-3MA.01 and the actual conditions at the time of the December 27, 1987 event
are listed in table 6-7. Both the planned test and the unplanned turbine trip
event allow verification that SBCS, PCS, HRS, PPCS, PXCS, CECNCS and RPCS
perform their designed functions.

In both the planned test and the unplanned event the load rejection was
accomplished by initiating the turbine trip circuitxy. Ibis causes all turbine
stop and contxol to rapidly close and ~ the main generator output breakers.
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As a result of .the laxge reduction in steam flaw, the SBCS will signal the
RPCS to actuate on "large Load Reject" (IZR) and open all available steam bypass
valves in quick open (Q.O.) mode. %he RPCS should drop CE'A Gnnp 5 into the
reactor core to provide immediate power reduction. Following Q.O. activity the
steam bypass valves should transfer to contxol on steam generator pressure in
modulation and the HRS will attempt to match primary to secondly power by
inserting regulating groups. to lcarer RCS average teraperatuxe until the Autanatic
Motion Inhibit (AMI) is achieved. Lhe other NSSS contxol systems will function
to maintain the plant within the programmed system operating parameters
appropriate for the final poorer level achieved.

Following the loss of the turbine-generator, the reactor poorer cutback
system in conjunction with the other contxol systems performed as designed. %he
reactor did not trip, no ESFAS signals were generated and no primary or secondary
safety valves lifted. Ihe single value acceyt-me criteria of test procedure
73PA-3MAOl were satisfied with the exception of S/G 1 and 2 pressures. these
acceptance criteria apply to the first sixty seconds of the .transient and are
listed in Table 6-8 with the rteasured results from, the turbine trip. Ihe
cutoff-tolerance ~ts on S/G pressures wexe determined to be due to
misadjustment of the stroke times of the steam bypass valves. Ihe stroke times
wexe subsequently adjusted to provide the p~ stmke times.

CONCIIJSIONS

'Ihe turbine trip event demonstrated that the NSSS can sustain a 100% load
rejection without a reactor trip,, ESFAS actuation, or li~of the primary orseco~ safety valves. 'Ihe contxol systems operated satisfactorily throughout
the transient and data was collected to verify the single value acceptance
criteria. %he incorrectly set steam bypass valve stroke times wexe corrected.

%he PVNGS Test RemQts Review Group reviewed the responses of plant
equipment and personnel and detemined that the event satisfied the objective of
the power ascension test, th~ obviating the need to perform 73PA-3MAOl. No
further testing is planned.
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TABZE 6-7

UNIT IOAD REDECXION
INITIALCONDITIONS

Reactor Bmer

RCS Average Teunperature F

Pressurizer Pressure, psia

Steam Generator Pressure, psia

Steam Generator Level, 0

CEA position

Control System Status
-Reactor Regulating System
control Element Drive
-Feedmter Control System
-Steam Bypass Control System
-Pressurizer level Control
-Pressurizer Pressure Control
-Reactor Pcver Cutback System

Actual Value

93%, incensing

590

2250

1080

54

ARO

'est Value

)95%, stable

592.5-593.5

2234-2265

1064-1102

51.6-53.6

Abave PDIL1

* —ARO = AllRods Out = All control rods fullywithdrawn

—PDIL = Pcs'ependent Insertion Limit

Changed to Auto fifteen seconds after turbine trip by operator
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TABIZ 6-8

SINGLE VAIUE AOCEPZANCE CRITIC
FOR 100%'NIT IQAD 'RE3ECXXON

Max. Pressurizer Pressure (psia)

Min. Pressurizer Zevel (4)

Min. RCS Hot leg $1 Temp. ( F)

Min. RCS Hot Leg g2 Temp. ( F)

Max. SG gl pressure (psia)

Max. SG 42 pressure (psia)

2375

31

584

584'247*

1248*

2388

29.4

574

574

1242

1242

Limit

Out of tolerance results due to misadjustznent of SBCS valve stroke times
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6.6 Biological Shield Survey Test~
~ ~ ~

(Section 14.2.12.5.10)

TEST OB31XTIRK AND SUMMARY

PVNGS procedure 75PA-3ZZ01, "Biological Shield Survey", was performed
during Zmr Pm'hysics Testing (see Section 5.1) and.also during the major test-.
plateaus of the Patter Ascension Test program (20%, 50%, 80%, and, 100% full
pcarer) . %he principal objectives of this test were:

(1) To measure the radiation levels in accessible locations outside the
biological shield;
(2) To obtain baseline radiation levels for camparison with future'

(3) To deteraune occupancy times for the measured areas during poorer
aperation.

Acceptance criteria for these measurements are based on predicted radiation
levels for normal paver operation (1004 full power) and are presented as ranges
of dose rates for five diff~aaron zones. Table 6-8 shaws the applicablecriteria and defines the access zones.

All survey points met their applicable acceptance criteria.

With the plant stabilized at the desired conditions, gaum and neutron
radiation surveys were performed at selected locations in accessible areas
outside of the biological shield. Khese surveys were performed per the plant
radiation survey procedure, and included general area surveys in roams or areas
as well as more detailed surveys around penetrations, shield plugs, and other
areas where streaming cauld occur. A scan survey was also performed'hile the
survey team was in transit between designated survey points. 'Surveys were
performed in the Oontaizznent Building, Auxiliary Building, Main.Steam Support
Structure, Turbine Building, Fuel Building, Oontrol Building, Radwaste Building,
and at various site locations mcterior to the plant.

Baseline data was obtained on June 17, 1987 while the plant was in Mode 5
and again on Octaitmr 26 during Dm Pawer Physics Teat~. These values were then
used for caparison to the data taken during Pat~ Ascension.

On Naverriber 24, 1987 a survey was ccapleted while the plant was operating at
3% full pcarer (FP) . Allvalues were within the accejptable range for their
designated zone.

On Decenher 2, 1987 a survey was campleted while the plant was operating at
20% FP. All values were within the acceptable range for their designated 'zone.
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0 On December 10, 1987 data was obtained while the plant was operating at
approximately 50% FP and at 80% on Decenber 28, 1987. Again all survey points
met their acceptance criteria.

Data collection for the survey at 100% FP was performed on January 2, 1988.
All survey points were within the a~ance criteria. In addition the high
radiation areas found in the AuxilliaryBuilding of Unit 1 were not preset in
Unit 3, however, it is expected that these areas will exist when the shutdown
cooling systems are used.

CONCWSIONS

All the data taken inside the Contaizunent Building have met their a~ance
criteria indicating the effectiveness of the Biological Shield. In addition, all

d
limits.

TABLE 6-8

Zone
Desi tion

Allowed Occupancy
Desi

Zess than 0.5

0.5 to 2.5

2.5 to 15

15 to 100

Over 100

Uncontrolled, unlimited
access (plant personnel)

Contzolled, limited access,
(40 h/wk to unlimited)

'ontrolled, limited acct
(6 to 40 h/wk)

Controlled, limited access
(1 to 6 h/wk)

Normally inaccessible;
access only as permitted by
radiation protection

personnel (1 h/wk)
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6.7 Steady State Core Perforaence~
~

~ ~ ~ ~(Section 14.2. 12.5. 14)

TEST OB3EKTIVE AND SUMMARY

%he reactor core power distributions and core peaking factors were measured
four times during power ascension testing at various power levels. 'Ihese

analysis and to verify mgxxted core behavior. Measurements were performed at
the 20%, 50%, 80%, and 100% full power (FP) levels. the conditions of the pcarer

Additionally, the 20% test was used to verify proper fuel loading.
'Ihe test acceptance criteria was satisfied if the root mean square (HMS)

differences between measured and predicted power distributions were less than or
equal to 3% and if the measured peaking factors were within +7.5% of their
predicted values with the acception at the 20% pcarer plateau where the values
were 5% and 10% restively.

At the 20% poorer plateau the follcaring additional, acceptance criteria were
applied to verify proper fuel loading:

1. %he difference between the measured relative pcarer in each asserrhly and
the predicted power is less than +10%.

2. %he difference between the measured pcarer in each assanbly of an
instnmented symmetric group and the average power in the same
symmetric assemblies is less than +10%.

3. 'Ihe difference between the measured'ower in each quadrant and the
average of the quadrant powers is less than +10%.

%he acceptance criteria were satisfied for all measurements.

Core poorer distributions and peaking factors were measured at steady state
equilibrium conditions using fixed incore detector signals. %he detector signals
were recorded on magnetic tape using a plant camputer snapshot ~ion and thentransf~ to a main frame computer for further analysis. lhe incore detector
analysis code CECOR was used to synthesize radi.al and axial pcarer distributions
from the fixed incore detector signals and to calculate core peaking factors fram
the synthesized power distributions. Ihe measured pc@mr distributions derived
fram the incore detector signals were canpared to predicted distributions bycalculating the root mean square difference between nodes..Core peakiap factors
were cxaqmred to predicted values on an individual basis.

The measured and predicted core peaking factors and the RNS differences
between measured and predicted power distributions are presented in Table 6-10.
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CDNCEIJSIONS
Since the acceptance criteria for this test were satisfactorily met, it can

be concluded that the safety analysis assunptions concerning core peaking factors
are valid and that the core was, loaded correctly and is behaving as expected.
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TABLE 6-9

STl>DY STATE CORE. PERFORMANCE
TEST OONDITIONS

20%'P 50% FP 80%'P 100%'P

Performance
Dates

12-3-87 12-10-87 12-27-87 1- 2-87

Actual
Reactor Poorer 18.6% 51.1% 79.6o 99. 2~o

RCS Tcold
562.9 563.7 562.5 564.6

2248 psia 2253 psia 2252 psia 2261 psia

Boron
Concentration 850 ppm 739 ppm 660 ppm 630 ppm

CEA
Position Unzodded Unzodded Unrodded

Core Average
Burnup

53 MND/T
(1 EFPD)

106 MND/T
(3 EFPD)

422 MND/T
(ll EFPD)

555 MWD/T
(14 EFPD)

Axial Shape
Index (ASI)* -0.005 +0.0215 +0.0597 +0.0701

(pcarer in lamer core half —pcarer in upper core half)

total core paver
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TKfKE 6-10
(Part.l of 2)

20% FP TEST
Pealing Factor

F~ Gore Planar Radial
Factor

Fr Core Intgrtd Radial
Factor

Fz Core Anal
Pea Factor

F< Core 3-D
Factor

M'easured
Value

1.38

1.36

1. 28

1.76

Predicted
Value

1.46

1.43

1.27

1.83

Diff
-5.5

-4.9

-0'. 1

-3. 8

Accept
Criteria

+10%

+10%

+10%

+10%

50% FP TEST
Pea3cing Factor

F~ Core Planar Radial
Factor

Fr Core Intgrtd Radial
Factor

Fz Core 2bu.al
Factor

F Core 3-D
Factor

Measured
Value

1.34

1.33

1.26

1.71

Predicted
Value

1.38

1.35

1.25

1. 68

Diff
-2.9

-1.5

+0. 1

+1.8

Accept
Criteria

+7.5%

+7.5%

+7. 5~0

+7.5w

80% FP TEST
Peaking Factor

F~ Core Planar Radial
Factor

Fr Gore Intgrtd Radial
Factor

Fz Co
Factor

F~ Core 3-D
Factor

Namured
Value

1.35

1 31

1.29

1.72

Predicted
Value

1.36

1.34

1.28

1.71

Diff
-0.7

2 ~ 2

-0.8

-0. 6

Accept
Criteria

+7.5%

+7.5%

+7.5%

+7.5>o
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TABIZ 6-10
(Part 2 of 2)

STE'ADY SIVA CORE PERFORMANCE
TEST RESULTS

100% FP TEST
-Pea3cing Factor

F~ Core Planar Radial
Factor

Fr Core Intgrtd Radial
Factor

Fz Core Anal
Factor

F< Core 3-D
Factor

Measured
Value

1.35

1.31

1.29

1.72

Predicted
Value

1.35

1.34

1.28

1. 72

Diff
0.0

2 ~ 2

+0;8

0.0

A~
Criteria

+7.5%

+7.5%

+7.5%

+7.5%

HNS DIFFZRENCES

(1)
20 50>o 80 100

Acceptance
Criteria

Radial Dist. 2.87

Axial Dist. 3.40%

1.92<o

2.83%

1. 53%'. 68%

2 '5+o 2 69

<3<

<34

(1) —Acoqptance criteria at 20% was < 5%.
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6.8 Intercczoparison of PPS, Core Hntection Calculator (CPC), ancl EBS Inputs
(Section 14.2.12.5.15)

TEST OEHKTIVES AND SUMMARY

%he principal objective of the "Interctxparison" test was to verify that all
Main Control Room indications of selected plant paraneters monitored by the Plant
Protection System (PPS), Core Protection Calculators (CPC), Plant Monitoring
System (EHS) and the Main Control Board (MCB) process insto.anents were correct
and consistent with acceptance criteria that were based on vendor and design
accuracies.

Testing was accomplished using PVNGS procedure 72PA-3SB01 at all testing
plateaus. Testing was performed on December 3, 1987 (20% paver); December 10,
1987 (50% pcver); December 27 (80~ pcver) and on January 1, 1988 (100% pover).All instruments were within their requuxd acceptance band at all plateaus with
the exception of RCS cold leg temeperature instrument RCD-TT 112CD at the 20%
plateau. A work order was written to have this instnm~t repaired, and the
instrument was subsequently determined to be within its respective tolerance band
at the 50, 80 and 100% pover plateaus.

TEST DES CRIFTION

PPS, CPC, EMS and MCB data were collected (as simultaneously as possible
from all available indications) for the following process intrumentation at the
four major power ascension test plateaus:

(1) Reactor Coolant System (RCS) hot and cold leg
tattperatures

(2) Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) speeds and differential
pressures

(3) Pressurizer pressure and level
(4) Steam Generator pres.~ and level
(5) Reactor Core differential pressure
(6) Steam Generator differential pressure

At all four pcarer plateaus the data fram each instrument was cross~|pared to
verify that the various indications of that particular paraneter were consistent
and accurate to within the specified acceptable, tolerance bands.

All of the instruments at each of the four major poorer plateaus were found
to be within the specified tolerance bards with the exception of RCS terttpexature
instnunent RCD TZ-112CD at the 20% pover plateau. A Test Exception Report was
written to document this instrument which did not meet its acceptance criteria.
The instrument was then repaired and successfully retested at the next paver
level.
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%he accuracy ard consistency of Oontrol Roam irdications of selected plant
I '

acceptable for scarer operation.
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~ ~ ~6.9 Verification of CPC Power Distribution Related Constants Test
(Section 14.2.12.5.16)

The testing performed in accordarme with this section of CESSAR verified the
agreenent of the variaus constants used by the Core Protection Calculators (CPCs)
in the pmer distribution calculation with those values determined by

radial peaking factors, the terttperature shadmring factors, the shape annealing
matrix, and the baundary point paver correlation constants. The verification of
these constants was performed in three major ~, as described in the following
sect 1ons e

6.9.1 Verification of CE'A Shadowing Factors ard Radial Peaking Factors

TEST OEHiCPIVES AND SUMMARY

%his test verified that the CEA shade@ring factors and the radial peaking
factors used in the CPC pcarer distribution calculation are valid by camparing the
measured values with the predicted values which are part of the CPC data base.If the measured'nd predicted values did nat agree within the acceptance
criteria, correction mltipliers were adjusted in the CPCs to co~ the
predicted values. This test was initiallyperformed on December 17, and a retest
was performed on December 21, 1987. In both calm the reactor was at
approximately 50% full poorer, and test procedure 72PA-3RX18, "CE'A Shadowing
Factor/Radial Peaking Factor Test" was used.

The test was initiated with the reactor unrodded (All Rods Out, or ARO) and
at a stable pawer leve1 and equilibrium xenon conditions. Baseline data was
taken, including measuremmts of the excore detector responses, incore detector
re uses, and the secondary calorimetric power level. Several rodded
configurations were then established while core power was held essentially
constant using boron dilution or addition. These rodded configurations were:

* Regulating group 5 fully inserted
* Group P 75: inserted with graup 5 fully in~~
* Group P 75~ ins~ with no other rods in'~.

Data was recorded for each rodded configuration, including the excore detector
responses, the incore detector ~nses, and the secondary calorimetric pottier.
CE'A Shader'actors —II'EAshadawing factors are used to account for the
alteration in the neutron flux st by the excore detectors when the control rods
(Control Element Assemblies, or CEAs) are inserted, assuming,no change in gross
power level. A CE'A shadowing factor (F ) for each condition was determined fram
the measured data using the general relation:

Where:

R, Psec(ARO)

ARO Psec(R)

DR = Excore detector response with CEAs inserted (with part lengths
'inserted, use only middle detector ~nse, all other cases,
sum top, middle and battam

DARO = Excore detector ~nse for the unrodded condition
Psec(ARO) = Secondary calorimetric power for the unrodded condition
Psec(R) = Secondary calorimetric pcver with CEAs inserted

I
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'Ihe CE'A shadowing factors determined fram the measured data were then
cxzapared with the predicted values and new shadowing factor multipliers (ASMi)
were calculated for input to the CPCs using the following equation.

Fx(calculated)'x(CPC

Data Bme)

Radial 'actors'adial peaking factors account for the change in
overall radial pcarer distribution caused by CE'A insertion by ensuring that the
most limiting radial peak for the existing CE'A configuration is used in the CPC
calculation. 'tMeasurecV'adial pealing factors were determined fram an analysis
of the fixed incore detector data taken with the various CE'A configurations using
the code CECOR. The CECOR calculated radial peaking factor value (CECOR F )for each of the four measured configurations (one unrodded case plus three%dded
cases) was then cari@a~ with the predicted value used internally by the CPCs for
the particular configuration. For each case in which the measured pea)cing factor
was. larger than the predicted peaking factor, the CPCs were adjusted to increase
the values used in the CPC poorer distribution calculation. For CE'A
configurations not measured, a determination was made if adjustment was needed
based on the test results fram the unrodded configuration.

~

~

TEST KKULIS

%his test was initially attempted on December 17, 1987. During the
insertion of the part-length CEA gap a malfunction in the control element drive
mechanism control system resulted in an inadvertant reactor trip. %he test was
was repeated in its entirety on December 21, 1987.

The CE'A Shadowing Factors for all rod configurations were determined and are
summarized in Table 6-11. New shadowing factor multipliers (ASM) were calculated
for each condition and input to the CPCs.

'Ihe measured planar radial peaking factors were less than the predicted
planar peaking factors for all CE'A configurations. No adjustments were required
and the test results are summarized in Table 6-12.

CONCZIJSIONS

All CEA shadowing factors and radial peaking. factors used by the CPCs were
verified to be accurate, or the appropriate adjustments were made to co~ the
CPC values to the measurement.
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TABIZ 6-11

MEASURED CEA SHADOWING FACIQRS (CSF)

Predicted CSFs Caaputed from Test Data
CEA G Position CSF e CPCA CPC B CPC C CPC D

5 / Full in 1.104 1.071 to 1.137 1.1042 1.1045 1.1032 1.1027

5 / Full in
P / 75% in 1.125 1.091 to 1.159 1.0916 1.0873 1.0870 1.0905

P / 75% in 1.011 0.981 to 1.041 0.9807 0.9782, 0.9791 0.9817

~ '6-12

CEA Gro Position

(Unrodded)

5 / Full in

5 / Full in
P / 75~ in

P/75% in

Predicted
Factor

1.39

1.
54'.54

1.39

Measured
Factor

1.3550

1.4938

1.5138

1.3681

MFMURED PIAKQ< RADIAL PEA'KING FACIORS (ALL CPC CSMNEZS)
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6.9.2~ ~ Verification of Terttperature Shadmring Factors

TEST OEECFIVE AND SUMMARY

'Ihe purpose of this test was to verify the adequacy of the temperature
shadowing factors used in the CPC paver di.~ibution calculation by measuring the
decalibration of the excore safety channel detector responses associated with
variation of the cold leg (xeactor inlet) temperatuxe. 'Ibis test was perfoxmed
at approximately 50% poorer on December 14, 1987 using test procedure 72pA-3RX22,
"Temperature Decalibration Test (50%) ".

'Ihe temperature shadowing factors are. used by the CPCs to campensate the
calculated neutron flux poorer for changes in the reactor inlet ~+mature
(Tcold), since temperature variations in Tcold will be a~anied by density
changes in the water which willaffect neutron attenuation across the dawncxxer
of the reactor vessel and, hence, the response of the excore detectors.

To obtain the data needed,to determine the actual tentperature shade@ring
factor, Tcold was increased about 3 degrees above the initial ternperatuxe
(-563 F) in 1 degree increments, followed by a decrease of 12 degrees
(generally in 1.5 degree steps), followed by a return to the initial temperaturein 1.'5 degree steps. 'lhe temperature. changes were made via turbine loading, with
boratioq/dilution used as neccessary to maintain reactor power constant. After a
short stabilization period at each new value of Tcold', the follcaring test data
were recorded: excore detector responses, cold leg temperature, and second;ey
calorimetric power.

Fram each set of data, the ratio of the excore detector responses to thescca~ calorimetric pcarer was deteatuned. Because the excore detector
responses are affected by variations in cold leg ternperatuxe, but secondary
calorimetric pcarer is not, changes in this ratio are a direct indication of the
impact on deta:~r ~nse caused by cold leg temperature variations. Each of
these ratios were then normalized to the ratio determined fram the data tal~ at
the initial Tcold, to corxect for any actual variations in reactor pcarer aver the
course of the testing. %at is, at each different Tcold (t),

RATXOt
(Excore detector response) t

(Secondary calorimetric power) t sec(t)

(NOZeLIZZO RATIO)„ sec(563 F)

D563 F

A least squares fitof the noxmalized ratios versus Tcold was then performedto produce the best estimate of the excoxe detector response variation as a
function of Tcold. Ihe slope of the line resulting fram this fit (i.e. the
change in excore response per F change in Tcold) was the measuxed temperature
shadmring factor.
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TEST HAUL'IS

The teaagexature shadowing factor measured for each CPC channel was in acceptable
agreement with the predicted value and is listed below.

CPC Channel => A B C D

Measured Temp. Shadowing Factor => 0.0061 0.0063 0. 0063 0. 0064

Acceptance Criteria is measured temeperature shadowing factor is between 0.0048 and
0.0068.

CONCIDSIONS

'le tettpexature shadowing factor measured for each CPC channel was in acceptable
agreement with the predicted value.
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6,9.3 Verification of Shape Annealing Matrix and
Boundary Point Bmer Correlation Constants

TEST OB3ICFIVE AND SUMMARY

'Ihe Shape Annealing Matrix and Bounds~ Point Paver Correlation Test was
performed at the 20% and 50~ full power (FP) plateaus. %he objective of the test
performed at the 20% FP plateau was to verify that the installed CPC Shape
Annealing, Matrix (SAM) and Bounchry Point Power Correlation Constants (BPPOCs)
were suitable for pcarer ascension to 50% FP. this was accamplished on December
4 / 1987 Using test procedUre '2PA 3RX04 g Shape Anneal ing Matrix which
performed a camparison of the measured average axial power distributian ~ the
axial power distribution calculated by each CPC channel to verify acceptable
agreement between the two.

At the 50% FP plateau, the objective was to actually measure and, install (if
necessary) a new set of SAM and B~ for each CPC channel. Testing was
accomplished on Decemher 21 through.23, 1987 using test procedure 72PA-3RX19,

Shape Annealing Matrix (50')i'e measured SAM and BPPCCs were ccznpared to the
installed CPC values for each CPC channel to determine the adectuacy of the latter
prior to power ascension above 50% pcarer. %his comparison of measured and
installed values, did not meet the a~~ac criteria for any of the. CPC
channels, necessitating the installation of the measured SAM and BPPCQs into the
CPC data base.

TEST DESCRIPTION

20> FP Test—In this test, the reactor core average axial pcarer distribution
was measured with all rods withdrawn fram the core and ectuilibrium xenon
conditions established. A "snapshot" was recorded of the fixed incore detector
responses concurrently with the recording of the CPC calculated axial pcarer
distributions. The "measured" axial pcarer ciistribution was determined fram an
analysis of the fixed incore detector responses using the code CEODR. 'Ihe axial
paver distribution deterauned by CECOR was then campared to that calculated by
the CPCs to verify that the root-mean-square (RMS) error between the two was no
greater than 5%. If the HMS error exceeded 5%, the error between the measured
and calculated axial peaks and axial shape indices would be further examined to
deternune whether the measured and CPC calculated values were in acceptable
agreement. If this agreznent was nat verified, a meamumnent of the actual
~BPPCC values 'would be performed and these values installed in the CPCs before
the reactor.pcarer was increased above the 20% pawer level.
50> FP Test—The SAM/BPPCC constants are used by the CPCs to calculate an
accurate axial pcarer profile fram the excore detectors. In this test, the data
used to deternune the SAM and BPPCCs were measured aver a range of various axial
power shapes to ensure that this data would be representative of the range of
axial pcarer distributions expected throughout Cycle 1. To a~lish this, a
free running axial xenon oscillation .was established. For the next thirty hours
(approximately the l~ of one free xenon oscillation cycle) the excore
detector responses for each CPC channel were recorded simultaneously with fixed
incore detector ~nses at approximately fifteen minute intervals.
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Each set of incore detector responses was processed using the code CECOR to
provide a set of "measurecV'eripheral axial potmr distribution information. A
least squares analysis of the measured pmrer distribution data fram CKDR versus
the corresponding excore detector data was then performed to detexndne the best
set of ~BK?OC constants for relating neasured excore detector responses to the
true peripheral axial pm~ distribution.

%he results of the least squares analysis are subsequently used to cxxagute a
SAM "Test Matrix" value for each CPC channel which gives an indication of the
acceptability of the SAM. Test matrix values in the range of 3.0 to 6.0 ensure
that the design CPC power synthesis uncertainty factors are adequate and will
result in conservative CPC Departure fram Nucleate Boiling (DHHR) and Linear
Power Density (LPD) calculations.

To determine whether the SAM values measured during the test needed to be
installed into the CPC data base, the following criteria were used:

1) For each CPC channel, if the difference between the measured and
predicted SAM is less than, or ~ to 2.0: for all elements, no adjmnents
are ZEKplired,
2) For each CPC channel, if the difference is greater than 2.0%, the SAM
test matrix value shall be calculated.. If the test matrix value is in the
range of 3.0 to 6.0, all of the measured SAM elements shall be installed in
the CPC data base.

To deterzdne if the BPPCCs measulxxi during the test needed to. be installed into
the CPC data base, the following criteria were used:

1) For'ach CPC channel if the difference between the measured and predicted
BPPCC is less than or equal to 3.0% for each constant, no adjustment is
required.
2) If the difference between the measured and predicted value is greater
than 3.0~O, the measured BPPCC shall be installed in the CPC data base.

TEST RESULTS

20% FP Test~e HNS error between the CECOR measured and the CPC calculated
axial paperer distribution was less than 54 for all CPC channels except channel D.
A test exception report was,written and subsecuent investigation revealed that
one of the channel D excore subchannels was reading differently than the other
subchannels. 'lhe subchannel amplifier was recalibrated and the channel D results
were determined to be acceptable and no further testing was performed.
'Jherefore, no change to the CPC data base was recpxired. %he results are
summarized in Table 6-13.
50% FP Test~e measured SAM and BPPCC values differed from the previously
installed values by an amount that exceeded the, acceptance criteria of 2.0% and
3.0% respectively, th~ recpiring installation of the measured values. As,
indicated by the results, the test matrix values for all CPC channels were within
the 3.0 to 6.0 test acceptance range. %be test results are summarized in Tables
6-14 and 6-15.

CONCIIJSIONS

%he ~BPPCC constants init,ially installed in the CPCs were satisfactory
for operation up to the 50> pcarei test plateau. New constants were detexnLned
and installed at 50% power.
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TM3LE 6-13

RMS VAIIJlH 20% SAM TEST
(~)

CPC Channel RMS Value
Aca~nce
Criteria

A
B
'C

D

3.018
2.630
4.141
5'.025(1)

5'. 0
'5. 0
'5.0.
5.0

TABIZ 6-14

BOUNMRY POINT'M& COEGKXATION CONSTAÃIS
(ALL CPC CHANNELS)

Parameter Original Installed
Value

Heasured
Value

%Diff.

BPPCC1
BPECC2
KKCC3
BPPCC4

'.01389
0.08113
0.01433
0.08141

0.01399
.0.07986
0.01423
0.07123

+0.720
-1.570
-0.698

-12.500

(1) Failed due to out of calibration excore subch-myel amplifier.

%Diff =
(BPPCi'(measured) —BPPCCi(original installed)'

BPPCCi.'(original installed)

for i = 1 to 4

*100%
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Shape Annealing Matrix Elements

Original Meas. %Diff
Installed Value

Value

Channel B

Original Meas. 4Diff
Installed Value

Value

S11
S12
S13
S21
S22
S23
S31
S32
S33

3.4995
-0.3993
-0-2116
-0.7857

4.5093
-0.8257

0.2861
-1.1100
4.0371

3.6673
-0.6678
-0.0296
-0.7101
4.4113

-0.7742
0.0428

-0.7435
3.8038

4.79
-69.79
-86.01
-9.-62

2% 17
-6.24

-85.04
-33.02
-5.78

3.4944
-0.4052
-0.2029
-0.6600
4.2663

-0.6252
0.1656

-0.8612
3.8281

3.5931
-0.6235
-0.0182
-0.6014
4.2602

-0.6770
-0.0083
-0.6367

3.6953

2.82
53.87

-91.03
-8.88
W.15
8.29 .

-94.99
-26.07
-3.47

Test Matrix
Value

3.7366 3.6536

Channel C

Original Meas. 4Diff
Installed Value

Value

Channel D

Original Meas. %Diff
Installed Value

Value

S11
S12
S13
S21
S22
S23
S31
S32
S33

3.5430
-0.3814
-0.2287
-0.7587

4.4281
-0.8265

0.2157
-1.0467
4.0552

3.6166
-0.6130
-0.0461
-0.6093
4.2274

-0.6258
-0.0073
-0.6144
3.6719

2.08
60.72

-79.84
-19.69
-4.53

-24.28
-103.40
-41.30
-9.45

3.6220
M.5224
-0.1571
-0.8612 ~

4.6055
-0.8896

0.2392
-1.0832
4.0467

3.5975
-0'.5963
-0.0520
-0.7458
4.4865

-0.8222
0.1483

-0.8903
3.8743

-0. 68
14. 15

-66.90
-13. 40
-2.58
-7.58

-38.00
-17.81
-4.26

Test Matrix
Value

3.6438 3.8055

%Diff =
(Sij (measured) —Sij (original installed) )

Sij (original installed)

for i and j = 1 to 3

*100%
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6.10 Main and Ea~ency Feechmter Systems Test~
~

(Section 14.2.12.5.17)

TEST OB3ZCI'.DlE AND SUMMARY

%he prim-uy objectives of this test were to verify the satisfactory
operation of the Main and Ehargency F~ter Systxuns and also to verify the
adequacy of the associated piping systems and supports.

Four test procedures were performed to evaluate the low power opexation of
the Feedwater Contxol System (HKS), the d namizer valve transfer
which occurs at approximately 154 full power (FP) and the performance of the mainf~ter punps:

1) 73PA-3FW01, "FWCS Test at 10% Poorer" evaluated the performance of the
FWCS at a poorer level of 10% FP and was performed on November 28 through
Decenher 1, 1987.
2) 73PA-3FW02, "FWCS Valve Transfer Checkout Test with Paver Deere-Lsing" g

evaluated the transfer of the main feedmter flaw fram the econamizer to the
dawncamer during a decrease fram 20% to 10~ FP and was performed on December
1, 1987.
3) 73PA-3FW03, "FWCS Valve Trarmfer Chec3amt Test with Poorer Increasing",
evaluated the transfer of the main feedwater flow fram the dawncxxner to the
economizer during an increase fram 10% to 20% FP and was conducted on
December 1, 1986.
4) 73PA-3FW04, Feedmter System Operability" evaluated the performance of
the main f~ter pungm by collecting data at each 10% paver increment (10%
to 100% FP) . Lhis test also includes remcnrQ: of one high pressure feedwater
heater txain fram service while operating at 100~ FP to determine if there
is any plant capacity degradation.
To verify the adequacy of the piping systems and supports, test procedure

73PA 3ZZ03 I "BOP Piping Dynamic Transient Test ", was performed. It consisted of
two sections concerning the feahmter system:

1) Section 8.5 monitored the feedwater txansfer fram the dawncxzner to
econamizer during pcarer increases and was performed on December 1, 1987.
2) Section 8.6 monitored the feedmter transfer fram the economizer to
dawncamex'uring poorer decreases and was performed on December 7, 1987.

73PA-3FWOl Xhis was a test of the HKS's ability to maintain steam genexator
level within +5% of the contxol setpoint during steady state and minor transient
conditions. %he steady state portion simply involved placing the BKS in
autamatic and observing control of steam genexator level vis-'a-vis the
setpoint. %he transient portion of the test ixnrolved both innmsing and
decreasing the level setpoint (approximately 5%) in both ramp and step functions
to determine whether the FWCS controlled steam generator levels to within 5% of
the setpoint (after allowing for a brief stabilization period) .
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73PA-3$ W02—%his test evaluated the response to an autamatic valve transfer
fram the econamizer to dawncxxner feed systems at approximately 15% pawer for
adhexmxe to acceptance criteria. Me decreasing pawer transient was
acccarplished by, leading the, steam demand of the secondary plant and allowing the
NSSS to follow. Data was taken during and'fter the transfer and was evaluated
against specific acceptance. criteria.
73PA-3FN03 this test was performed in essentially, the same manner as
73PA-2FW02 described abave, except that the transfer was fram the dawncamer to
the econamizer with reactor power in~asing. Again, an autamatic transfer was
made and similar data were collected for camparison with acceptance criteria.
73PA-3ZZ03—To

measure

any loads that may have been imposed on the piping
systems and restraints, twelve load-sensing pins were installed at various hanger
locations. Data was collected during the various evolutions previously mentioned
and was evaluated against the a~able loads calculated for each load pin.
Also, a visual inspection of the piping, the supports and adjoining structures is
performed after the tzmmient portions of the test.
73PA-3FW04 —A data snapshat was taken on the plant campaxter at the start of a
f~mmp, after feedwater had been transferred to the feedpump fram the auxiliary
feedmter system, and at 10% pawer increments fram 10% to 100: FP. Single pump
data was collected for each pump fram 10o to 50% FP and dual pump data was
collected above 50% FP.

73PA-3FW01 Xhe acceptance criteria for the test were satisfied; %he actual
test ~ts are con@ared with the acceptance criteria in Table 6-16.
73PA-3FW02 —As can be seen in the test ~ts listed in Table 6-17, steam
generator pressure exceeded its acceptable limits following the autamatic valve
transfer. A Test Exception. Report was generated and the results were declared
acceptable based on information provided by the NSSS vendor and the minimal
consequ~ of steam generator pressure oscillations during a f~ter control
valve transfer.
73PA-3FW03 —Again, as can be seen in the test results listed in Table 6-18, the
steam generator pressures exceeded their respective acceptance criteria. Again a
Test Exception Report was generated and the results were declared acceptable
based on information supplied by the NSSS vendor.
73PA-3FW04~e feed puttps delivered water to the steam generators at the
required flows and tenperatures through all pawer levels. A review of all data
indicated the feaster system to be performing as reacquired.
73PA-3ZZ03The observed loads were well below the maximum a~<able loads
(which varied fram 4,300 to 55,000 1bf) calculated for the specified load pins.

'Ihe loads observed during the contxol valve txansfer with power inn~ing varied
fram 7332 lbs to less than 100 lbs. During the contxol valve transfer with power
decreasing all cbsexved loads were at or below 100 lbf. Khus, the acceptance
criteria were satisfied. Due to the law loa~ al~exved, the visual inspection
has not yet been performed. 9he visual irk~ation results willbe addressed in a
fubuu supplement to this report.
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CONCDJSIONS

%he ability to perform the d namizer valve transfer autamtically
with no adverse impact on overall plant control was demonstrated by these tests.
Also, the ability of the HKS to perform as designed under a number of different
and construction of the main and auxiliary feedmter systems and asamiated
hangers are adecpate to support any normally encountered operating nodes withaut
sustaining damage or apparent degradation.

TABLE 6-16

HKS QKCKCVZ AT 10% POWER (73PA-3FWO1)
TEST RESULTS

Acce Criteria Maximum Deviation

S/G levels do nat deviate
mare than +,5% fram set pt.
for steady state conditions

3. 10

S/G levels do not deviate
more than + 5% fram set pt.
for ramp set pt. changes

3.30

S/G levels do not deviate
more than + 5% fram set pt.
for step set point changes

2.80
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TABIZ 6-17

FWCS VALVE TRANSFER—POWER DIXZZ'ASE
(73PA-3FÃ02) TEST RESULTS

AOCEPZANCE CRITERIA
deviation from initial value Actual Value

g1 Nuc .pcarer decreased
no more than 4%

42 Nuc pcver decreased
no more than 4%

S/G gl level increacmQ less
than 30%

S/G 42 level inn~ed less
than 30%

S/G 41 pressure decreased
less than 50 psia

S/G g2 pressure decreased
less than 50 psia

RC cold leg temps. increased
no more than 6 degrees

Tc 3A
Tc 1B
Tc 2A
Tc 2B:

—.3.0.

-2.4

9. 64

12.51

-70.4 *

-65. 8
*

1.35
1.3
2.7'.3

* Out of tolerance ~ts
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'TABLE 6-18

HKS VALVE TRANSFER—HMR'NCREASE
(73PA-3FW03) TEST

EXULTS'CCEPZANCE

CRITERIA
. deviation from initial value Actual Value

gl Nuc pcarer .increased less
than 5w

42 Nuc poorer incensed less
than 5%

S/G Nl level decreased less:
than 404

S/G 42 level, decreased less
than 40%

S/G g1 pressure increased
no more than 50 psia

S/G N2 pressure increased
no more, than 50 psia

RC cold leg temps do not decrease
more than 8 degrees

Tc 1A:
'Tc 1B:
Tc 2A:.
Tc 2B:

2.08

2'. 08

-25.20

-27.08

50.3*

57.30*

-6.51
-6.25
-5.00
-5.86

Out of tolerance results
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TEST OEG19CPIVE AND
SUMMARY'Ihe

objectives of these tests were to verify the calculations of Departure
fram Nucleate Boiling, Ratio (DNBR) and Iacal Power Density (LPD) performed by the
Core PLutection Calculators (CPCs) and the Core Operating Limit, Sue~iso
System (COISS), in addition to evaluating the effect of process instnunent noise
on the CPC system.

Testing was performed in accordance with the "COISS/CPC Verification" test
which was directed by PVNGS procedure 72PA-3SB02 at all power plateaus. Testing
was performed on October 29, 1987 at 0% @carer; December 11, 1987 at 50% pcarer and
on Januazy 1, 1988 at 100% power. Ihe.results fram each of these tests were
satisfactory.

'Ihe calculations performed by each CPC channel are verified by ccarparing the
values of Iacal Pcarer Density (LPD) and Departure fram Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) recorded fram each channel with the values calculated by the Ceanbustion
Engineering CPC PORZRAN simulator code CEDIPS. When provided with a known
variation of ~mt data recorded fram each of the CPC, channels, the CEDIPS code
calculates a range of values for LPD and IM3R which would be expected to bound
the actual values ohsezved on each of the CPC opezator display devices. %he CPC
data used as inst to CEDIPS is manually gathered fram the CPC display devices as
maximum and minimum values observed over a specified period of time and consists
of: pressurizer pressure, RCP speeds, control zod positions, RCS cold and hat leg
temperatures, and excore detector ~nses. %he CEDIPS DNBR and LPD values are
ccmgm~ to those observed and recozded during the test. If the atmerved DNBR
and LPD values are within the range of exp'alues, the ~ioning of each
CPC channel is considered to be verified and process instDmant noise has not
affected the CPC operation.

As a further step in evaluating the effect of process instnanent noise,
input signals to the "noisiest" CPC channel and its analog outputs were zecozded
on FH tape (at 100% paver only) over.a period of approximately two hours. '%he
detezmination of the "noisiest" CPC channel was accanplished by monitoring the
maximum variation in the DNBR value calculated by each CPC ctmnnel at 1 minute
intezvals over a 10 minute period. Lhis data was gathered for evaluation by the
NSSS vendor and had no specific test acceptance criteria.

For the COISS calculations, a statistical analysis of different sensor
inputs measuring. the same parameters was performed to ensure that the instnmants
were consistent and functioning properly. %he statistical analysis is performed
automatically on demark'y the COISS Sensor Deviation Statistical Routine whichis executed on, the Plant Monitoring System (EBS) . Additionally, COISS input and
oust values were collected via MS data snapshots.

Following campletion. of testing at each test plateau, the COISS statistical
data, the COISS input and output data snapshots, and the 'M recozded CPC data
(100% power only) is transmitted to the NSSS vendor for evaluation.
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The CFC calculated munimum/maximum KNBR and LPD values recorded. during the
test for the 0%, 50% and 100% power plateaus are provi:ded in Table 6-19 along
with the CEDIPS calculated range of expected values. All of the CPC calculated
ENBR and LPD values were bounded by the corresponding CEDIPS range of values,
thus all acceptance criteria were met.. %he FN taping portion of this test has
:not yet been performed. '%his willbe addressed in a future supplement to this
report+

CDNCWSION

'lhe CPC and COISS calculations of GNBR and LPD were satisfactorily confirmed
at each of the major test plateaus.
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TAKZ 6-19
(Part 1 of 2)

CPC/CEDIPS COMPARISON VS POWER,ILL

PARAMFZER

0% FP TEST

LPD MAX
MIN

DNBR MAX
MIN

50+o FP TEST'

CHANNEL A

CEDIPS
CEC'QKKLB

CEDIPS .CPC

5.2637
5.2631

6.43415 6.4048
6.27629 6.4025

6.6790'.0034
6.'4012
'6.3327

5.27758 5.2637 5.3727
5.2519 5.2637 5.2495

8.54162 8.3590 8.46524
8.25375 8.3399, 8.35239

8-4400,
8.4199

3'.95888 3.9011 3.88906
3.8459'.73922

3.7899 3.76921 3.7999

100%'P TEST

'MIN

DHBR MAX
MIN

14.3209 13.923 14.0567
13.6324 13.744 13.6813

1.9563 1.9270 1.9245
1.7394 1.8953 1.7785

13.755
13'.713

1.8980
1.8726
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TABIZ 6-19,.
(Part 2 of 2)

CPC/CEDIPS CXNP2QKSON VS.POWER LEVEN

PAIQNEZl& CSANNlK C

CEDIPS CPC

5.2751
5.'2535

6.4203
6.2666

5. 2646
5.2643

6.4000
6.3352

6.58879 5.7498
5.25223 5.7300

6.43652 6.4142
5.75013 6.3435

50% FP TEST

LPD MAX
MIN

DNBR MAX
MIN

8.73318 8.2179 .8.51163 8.3069
'.094868.1824 8.23536 8.2871

3.97976 3.9064 3.92132 3.8773
3.80292 3.8559 3.71704 3.7954

100% FP TEST

LPD MAX
MIN

1.9142
1.7780

1.8961
1.8631

14.0569 13.833
13.6795 13.753

14.833
13.626

1.9307
1.7521

14.059
13.728

1.8715
1.7988
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6.12 Steam Bypass Valve Capacity Test
(Section 14.2.12.5.19)

TEST OB31%7IVE AND SUMMARY

'lhe atmospheric steam dump and steam ~ass contxol system valve capacity
test 73PA-3SG01 was conducted on Decenher 23, 1987 with the reactor initially
stabilized at 35% poorer. 'Ihe principal objectives of the test were as follows:

(1) To verify that the capacity of each of the Atnmpheric Dump Valves
(ADVs) upstream of the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) is greater than
6% and less than ll> of the total main steam flow to be encounter@ at full
power conditions.
(2) To verify that the total capacity of the Steam Bypass Control System
(SBCS) controlled turbine bypass valves is greater than 55% of the total
full pcarer steam flow rate.

'Ihese ~zentages are based upon a full pcarer steam flow rate of 17,118,144
1hay'hr at a steam genexator pressure of 1070 psia. Lhe measured capacity of each
SBCS valve and ADV met the design criteria.
TEST DESCRIETION

Stable plant conditions were established with the 4 Ass and 8 SBCS valves
closed and reactor power equal to turbine load. A baseline feedmter flmr rate
was detexnLned. %he capacity of each valve was measured individually by cycling
the valve full open and then closed. As the valve position was cycled, reactor
power and feedwater fleer were adjusted to maintain the turbine load as steady as
possible. Lhe valve capacity was derived fram the difference in feedmter f le
rate with the one valve fully open and the baseline condition of all valves
closed. %his difference in feedwater flow rate was conrad~ for the difference
between full power steam pressure and the test condition steam pressures.

TEST MKULTS

'Ihe capacity of each SBCS valve and each ADV was measured to be within the
design criteria of greater than or equal to 64 and less, than 11% of total full
poorer steam flow rate. The minimum measured valve capacity was 10.00~O and the
maximum measured valve capacity was 10.90%. Ihe total capacity of the 8 SBCS
valves was 85.38% and satisfied the ndnizaura criteria of 55%.

CONCIIJSIONS

'Ihe capacity of each SBCS valve and each AOV was measured to be within the
design criteria and satisfied the safety analysis assumptions conceding the
nexinum capacity of a single valve.
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6. 13 Incore Detector Test
(Section 14.2.12.5.20)

TEST OEHKTIVE AND SUMMARY

Testing of the fixed incore detector system (FICDS) was performed in
accordance with the "Incore Detector (Fixed) Test" which was directed by PVNGSpro~~ 72PA-3RI01 at all plateaus. Testing. was performed on December 2, 1987
at 204 poorer; December 9, 1987 at 50% pcarer; Decetnber,26,, 1987 at 80% poorer and
January 1, 1988 at 100% pcarer. Vhe objectives of this testing were:

1) To verify the operability of the system via execution of automatic test
functions on the Plant Honitoring System (BCS);
2) To record and review the fixed incore detector voltages to identify
potential detector/ampli;fier failures;
3) To verify that the detector signals received at the input of the BS
were cons'istent with those measured at the output of the amplifiers;
4) To,measure the background voltages.
%he operability of the FICDS was verified at each test plateau and all test

objectives were satisfied.

Fixed Incore Detector Test'he operability of the FICDS -was verified by
executing autamatic test functions programed into the EBS. Me three test
functions are:

1) Conversion of a zero current input to each amplifier to a zem voltage
output to within + 0.025 vdc (ZERO OFFSEZ) .
2) Conversion of a full scale input signal (10 microamps) to each amplifier
to a full scale ouput (10 volts) to within + 0.136 vdc
(AMPZZFIER GAIN) .

information only.
%he fixed incore detector test functions were executed via test pushbuttons

located in each Fixed Incore Amplifier Bin. The EBS is programed to evaluate
the data and summarize the ccaaparison of the measured values with the
incorporated tolerances.
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A set of fixed incore detector voltage signals and uncompensated flux
signals were also obtained via the EHS and reviewed to verify that the signal
levels were within an expected range for the appropriate power level and core
location. %his evaluation was performed by ccaqparing signals fram symmetric

V
At 100% FP, raw detector voltage signal levels were measured at the

amplifier assembly card test points (amplifier ~xxt) and compared to the signal
read by the BS to dermnstrate that the voltages agree within acceptable levels
(i.e., + 14) . A measurement of the detector background signal contribution was
also performed via the amplifier assembly card test points to verify that the
actual background was ecpal to or lcarer than the bac3agmund co~ion terms
incorporated in the ERS data base.

Fixed Incore Detector Test~e amplifier zero output test was satisfactorily
completed at each test plateau. %he amplifier full output test was
satisfactorily ccaapleted at each plateau with the exception of the 204 pcarer
plateau, where eight detectors spread over three detector strings failed. A Test
Exception Report was written to docunant this and a work request was written to
troubleshoot. 'Ibis troubleshooting. traced the problem to a bad input card in the
plant monitoring system. %he bad card was replaced and testing: at subsequent
plateaus was completed successfully.

J
between the measured signal at the amplifier output and the signal read by the
XKS were within the acceptance criteria limit of + 1%. In addition, measurement
of the detector bac3zymund signal levels sheared the background to be less than
the acceptance criteria limit of 5% of the flux signal fram the: fixed incore
detector located at the core mid-plane for the particular core location.

CDNCIXJSION

%he operability of the fixed incore detector system has been verified at
each of the test plateaus and all test objectives satisfied.
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.6.14 Shutdawn fram Outside the Control Roam Test
(Section 14.2.12.5.8)

TEST OBJECTIVE AND SUMMARY

Me objective of 73PA-3SF02, "Shutdawn Outside the Control Roam" was, to
demonstrate that the plant can be shutdown and maintained in a Hat Stanco~
condition fram autside the control roam.

'Ihe acceptance criterion for this test was to perform a safe shutdown of the
plant fram outside the control roam and,maintain selected plant parameters within
a specified range for at least 30 minutes using equipment that would normally be
available only at the remote shutdawn panel. All applicable acceptance criteria
were met, showing that a safe shutdawn could be conducted and the plant stablized
in hat standby conditions fram outside the contxol roam.

Ihe test is performed by utilizing a normal operating crew and a standby
'Ihe standby crew serves as control roam observers and are to takie action

only if a problem that involves plant safety develops. Ihe operating crew
consists of the zunian shift axplement as defined in Table 6.2-1 of the

PVNGS'echnicalSpecifications. Ihe test was performed on December 5,, 1987 while the
plant was ~~~ting at 20% of rated power.

'Ihe operating crew performs the test by evacuating the control roam and
proceeding to the remote. shutdown panel. Once established, they initiate the
switchgear panel. After the trip is verified, they establish contml. of the
plant using equipment available at the remote shutdawn panel and maintain hot
standby conditions for approximately one hour ard fifteen minutes. Contml of
the plant is then transf~ to the standby crew in the control roam and the
remote shutdown panel is secured.

lhe single value acceptance criteria and test results are surmarized in
Table 6-20. As can be seen, all acceptance criteria were satisifed.
OONCLUSION

'Ihis test successfully demonstrated the ability of the munimum shift crew totrip the reactor fram outside the control roam and maintain the plant in a stable
hat standby condition utilizing only the equipment available at the remote
shutdown panel.
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TM3IZ 6-20

SHVZDOWN, FRCN OUTSIDE 'IHE CXRlXBOL ROCN
TEST INSULTS

Pressurizer Pressure (psia)

Hot Zeg Teattperature ( F)

Pressurizer Zavel (4)

Steam Generator Press. (psia)

Steam Gen. Zavel

Test Results
Mini@turn Maxbmnn

2200 2250

563 '564

32 33

1160 1170

60 73

2150 2275

550 569

greater than 26

1020 1220

greater than 35

A~ance Criteria
Minimum Maximum
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%he PVNGS Unit.3 Startup Report was edited by. P. Keller. She editor wishes
to recognize and thank those people at PVNGS who contrilxzted to PVNC'8 Unit 3
startup program and the preparation of,this report. Among them are:
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I. Johnson
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J. Scott
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